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Abstract
In the framework of low-energy effective actions of branes compactified
on magnetized extra-dimensions, we determine Yukawa couplings for the chi-
ral matter described by open strings attached to D9 branes having different
oblique magnetization and living on a general torus T 6 with an arbitrary
complex structure. These results generalize the ones existing in literature.
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1 Introduction
String Theory provides a consistent quantum description of all the interactions in-
cluding gravity. The natural presence of gauge groups in Heterotic and Type I
models has generated, since the origins of the theory, a huge interest in the so-
called String Phenomenology, i.e. in exploring the connection between String and
Standard Model physics (see, for example, ref. [1]). In Type II theories, a fun-
damental role in this respect is played by D-branes. These solitonic objects define
open string degrees of freedom on their world-volume and can be engineered so that
the massless excitations of such open strings reproduce the Standard Model gauge
group (for recent reviews, see for example [2–4]). In compact spaces, configurations
of branes “dressed” with constant magnetic fields along the compact directions of
their world-volume - hence the name of magnetized branes - introduce chiral mat-
ter [5–8]. This is the reason why magnetized brane configurations are promoted to
new string theory vacua possibly containing the Standard Model and/or its super-
symmetric extensions. In particular, even neglecting the dynamics of gravity, they
provide a tool to study the dependence of the four-dimensional effective field theory
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actions on the details of compactification both to the tree [2–4,9,10] and to the first
order of the perturbative expansion [11,12]. In this paper, such program is realized
in a peculiar framework of toroidal compactification of ten-dimensional models and
with a particular interest in Yukawa couplings.
More specifically, a stack of M D9-branes is considered in the compact back-
ground T 6, being the torus a six-dimensional complex manifold with a completely
arbitrary complex structure. In the same spirit of ref. [13] (see also [14–19]), we
turn on, along the compact directions, constant magnetic fields in the abelian sector
of the U(M) gauge group defined on the world-volume of theM branes. Depending
on the choice of such constant fields, the single stack of branes is now separated in
different piles of magnetized branes. The ten-dimensional N = 1 super Yang-Mills
theory supported in the world-volume of a stack of D9-branes is dimensionally re-
duced to four dimensions by expanding the ten-dimensional bosonic or fermionic
fields in a basis of eigenfunctions of the internal Laplace or Dirac operator.
Two sectors of open strings appear. One corresponds to dy-pole strings, i.e.
open strings with both ends on the same brane [20, 21], containing fields in the
adjoint representation of the gauge group, while the other corresponds to dy-charged
strings, i.e. open strings ending on two piles of magnetized branes with different
magnetization and describing chiral matter. In this paper, the analysis is restricted
to the latter sector. The eigenfunctions for the matter fields have to be invariant, up
to gauge transformations, when translated along the one-cycles of the torus. They
are easily determined in the complex frame where both the metric and the difference
F ab = F a − F b of the magnetic fields on the two piles a and b of branes between
which the strings are stretched, are diagonal matrices in their off-diagonal boxes.
In this frame, the supersymmetry has been also partially imposed by requiring the
field F ab to be a (1, 1) form in the coordinate system defining the complex torus.
The wave function is obtained by solving the internal Laplace-Beltrami or Dirac
equation, depending on the Bose-Fermi statistic of the fields, with suitable boundary
conditions dictated by the torus geometry and by the presence of the background
magnetic field. By introducing a suitable ansatz for such a solution, the lattice
identification due to the magnetized torus geometry reduces to the quasi-periodicity
conditions satisfied by the Riemann Theta function only when the background gauge
field, in the original system of coordinates defining the torus, is a matrix with null
diagonal blocks. The Riemann Theta function turns out to be dependent on a
generalized complex structure with entries related to the original complex structure
of the torus - or to its complex conjugate - which depends on the signs of the
eigenvalues of the non-vanishing blocks of the gauge field F ab. In more general
configurations, it seems that the Theta function is no longer the solution of the
internal wave operator, even if a final answer to this problem requires a deeper
analysis.
The coefficients of the dimensionally reduced four-dimensional effective action
are obtained by evaluating overlap integrals over different wave functions. The
Yukawa couplings among two fermions and one scalar field are obtained by evaluat-
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ing an integral over three of such functions, each of them defined in the local systems
of the coordinates where the metric and the gauge field take the aforementioned
simple form. In order to compute that integral, all the wave functions have been
rewritten in the common system of real coordinates where the torus is trivially de-
fined. Analogously with the corresponding calculus done in the case of the factorized
torus, an identity between the product of two Riemann Theta functions has been
used. It is derived in ref. [22] generalizing some results given in ref. [23]. In getting
that identity, an arbitrary matrix α has been introduced. It is restricted only by
the necessity to make the matrix α(I−1ab + I
−1
bc )
−1 have integer entries, being Iab and
Ibc the first Chern classes associated with the corresponding differences of the gauge
fields on the three branes labeled by a, b and c. The first Chern classes are involved
in the calculus of the Yukawa couplings. The simplest choice α = det [IabIbc] I [22]
allows one to evaluate the integral, getting a linear combination of Rieman Theta
functions as a result. This expression is in agreement with the one obtained in
ref. [22] in the case of the torus T 4 with trivial complex structure and extends it to
the case of the torus T 6 with arbitrary complex structure.
When all of the magnetic fields which are active on the three stacks of branes
are independent but commute, it is possible to explicitly evaluate the sum over
the Riemann Theta functions, obtaining an expression for the Yukawa couplings
compatible with the analogous stringy result given in ref. [24]. The same result is
obtained by taking α = IabIbc, which, in the case of commuting first Chern classes,
trivially makes α(I−1ab + I
−1
bc )
−1 an integer matrix. This coincidence enforces the
validity of the result here obtained.
The paper is organized as follows.
In sect. 2, generalities about dimensional reduction and magnetic fluxes are
given. In particular, some helpful complex coordinates are discussed in which both
the metric and the magnetic fluxes become diagonal matrices in the non-vanishing
blocks. In sect. 3, it is first shown how the effective four-dimensional action of the
dy-charged strings can be derived from the ten-dimensional super Yang-Mills action
with gauge group U(M) through a Kaluza-Klein reduction. Then, the bosonic and
fermionic KK mass spectra are obtained. For the lowest components of these fields,
the internal wave-function has been obtained and compared with the analogous
results in literature. In sect. 4, Yukawa couplings for a general magnetized torus
T 6 have been computed. This has been done in the case of both arbitrary and
commuting first Chern classes. Finally, the five appendices contain many explicit
details of computation. In particular, in appendix A notations on space-time indices
are fixed; in appendix B one can find generalities on the torus T 2d and a discussion
on some possible choices of coordinates; in appendix C relevant properties of the
Riemann Theta function are discussed and details on the derivation of the bosonic
and fermionic wave-functions are given; appendix D contains explicit calculations
of the Yukawa couplings and appendix E deals with the main properties of a string
in a magnetic background.
3
2 Dimensional reduction and fluxes
A configuration made of a stack of M D9-branes in the compact background T 2d
is going to be studied in this paper, mainly in the case d = 3. Branes backreac-
tion on the space-time geometry is neglected and our analysis is focused on the
open string degrees of freedom. Their interaction with the closed string degrees of
freedom is described by the supersymmetric DBI and by Chern-Simons actions. In
the following, attention will be driven to the low-energy limit of the DBI action
which turns out to be, for this particular brane configuration, the ten-dimensional
N = 1 super Yang-Mills with gauge group U(M). This theory does not contain
chiral matter, which is a fundamental ingredient of the Standard Model and/or of
its supersymmetric extensions. Here chiral matter can be introduced by turning
on some abelian constant background magnetic fields [13, 25] along the compact
dimensions of the world-volume of Na branes, with
∑n
a=1Na = M . In this way, the
four-dimensional Lorentz invariance is preserved. The integer n gives the number
of piles of magnetized branes having different magnetizations. The original gauge
group is then broken into the product of U(M) ∼ ∏na=1 U(Na) and the chiral or
dy-charged matter is given by the open strings ending on two stacks, Na and Nb, of
branes with different magnetization. It belongs to the bifundamental representation
(Na, N¯b) of the gauge group U(Na)× U(Nb).
The quantity playing an important role in the forthcoming study is the difference
between the background magnetic fields active on the world-volume of the two piles
a and b:
F ab ≡ 1
2
(F a − F b)MNdXM ∧ dXN
=
1
2
F (xx)abmn dx
m ∧ dxn + F (xy)abmn dxm ∧ dyn +
1
2
F (yy)abmn dy
m ∧ dyn (1)
(M,N = 1, . . . , 2d), where the curved space-time coordinates (xm, ym) ≡ (X2m−1, X2m)
with m = 1, . . . , d are identified by the torus geometry:
xm ≡ xm + 2πRmm1 ; ym ≡ ym + 2πRmm2 ~m1, ~m2 ∈ Zd
being R an arbitrary dimensional parameter introduced to deal with the dimen-
sionful (xm, ym).
The field strength F a carries also gauge indices corresponding to the U(1) sub-
group of the gauge group U(Na) and the associated fluxes thread the 2-cycle (M,N)
of the torus. The components of F a can be expressed as:
F aMN =
1
2πR2
IaMN
INa
Na
being IaMN the first Chern class, defined as the flux of F
a through the 2-cycle (M,N)
of the torus:
IaMN =
∫
(M,N)
Tr
[
F a
2π
]
. (2)
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from which the antisymmetry of IaMN in M and N follows.
In the following, only the caseNa = 1, for each a, is going to be considered, which
corresponds to the complete breaking of the gauge group U(M) ∼ U(1)M . The
breaking of the original gauge group U(M) ∼∏na=1 U(Na) is straightforward [13].
The torus can be seen as a complex manifold by introducing the curved complex
coordinates
wm =
xm + Umny
n
2πR
; w¯m =
xm + U¯mny
n
2πR
with the identifications
wm ≡ wm +mm1 + Umnmn2
w¯m ≡ w¯m +mm1 + U¯mnmn2 .
Here U is a complex matrix parametrizing the complex structure of the torus. In
the system of complex coordinates, the gauge field takes the following form:
F ab = −(2πR)
2
8
F
(WW)ab
MN dWM ∧ dWN
with (W1, . . . ,W2d) ≡ (w1, . . . , wd, w¯1, . . . w¯d) and
F (ww) = (ImU−1)t
[
U¯ t F (xx)U¯ − U¯ tF (xy) + F (xy)tU¯ + F (yy)] ImU−1
F (ww¯) = (ImU−1)t
[−U¯ tF (xx)U + U¯ tF (xy) − F (xy)tU − F (yy)] ImU−1 (3)
while F (w¯w) = F (ww¯)∗ and F (ww) = F (w¯w¯)∗.2 Supersymmetric configurations require
the gauge field to be a (1, 1) two-form, i.e. F (ww) = F (w¯w¯) = 0 [26]. By separately
imposing these two constraints on the non-vanishing components of the gauge field,
the following identity is derived:
F (ww¯) = −2 iImU−t(U¯ tF (xx) + F (xy)t) = −2 i(F (xx)tU + F (xy))ImU−1 (4)
where t denotes matrix transposition and which shows that iF (ww¯) is an Hermitian
matrix [22]. It is convenient to rewrite the magnetic flux in the system of flat coordi-
nates defined in eq. (65) of the appendix B. In this frame iF
(ww¯)ab
rs¯ = ie
m
rF
(ww¯)ab
mn¯ e¯
n¯
s¯
is still hermitian and can be diagonalized by an unitary matrix:
F
(ww¯)ab
rs¯ (C¯
−1
ab )
s¯
p¯ =
2
i
λabp
(2πR)2
δrs¯ (C¯
−1
ab )
s¯
p¯ (5)
with (C¯−1ab )
†C¯−1ab = I and where r, s¯ = 1, . . . , d. This condition can also be seen as the
orthonormality condition of the eigenvectors of the hermitian matrix. In the system
of curved complex coordinates, by introducing the matrices (C¯−1ab )
n¯
s¯ = e¯
n¯
r¯(C¯
−1
ab )
r¯
s¯
2In this analysis the a,b labels are omitted when possible.
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and using the identity (C−1ab )
m
rhmn¯(C¯
−1
ab )
n¯
s¯ = δrs where hmn¯ refers to the metric of
the complex torus and which is a direct consequence of the unitarity condition of
the C¯−1ab matrices, one can write:
(C−1ab )
m
r F
(w,w¯)ab
mn¯ (C¯
−1
ab )
n¯
s¯ =
2
i
λabr
(2πR)2
δrs¯ .
This diagonalization naturally defines a new system of complex coordinates:3
ws =
(
C−1ab
)s
r
zrab ; w¯
s =
(
C¯−1ab
)s¯
r¯
z¯rab (6)
with the metric given by:
ds2 = (2πR)2δsr¯dz
s
abdz¯
r
ab (7)
as follows from the orthonormality conditions of the eigenvectors C−1ab . These are
local, which means that they depend on the magnetic fields that we are diagonalizing
and, therefore, on the dy-charged sector of the open string under consideration. The
lattice identification is now given by
zrab ≡ zrab + (Cab)rmm1m + (Cab)rm Umnm2n (8)
and, after defining (Z1ab, . . . ,Z2dab ) = (z1ab, . . . , zdab, z¯1ab, . . . , z¯dab), the metric is read
from:
ds2
(2πR)2
=
1
2
dZIab GIJ dZJab
with
G =
(
0 I
I 0
)
(9)
while the magnetic field strength is
F ab =
1
2
F
(ZZ)ab
IJ dZIab ∧ dZJab ; F (ZZ)abIJ =
i
2
(
0 Iabλ
−Iabλ 0
)
(10)
being
Iabλ = diag
(
λab1 . . . λ
ab
d
)
(11)
and I, J = 1, . . . , 2d flat indices. We notice that in the Zab-coordinates both the
metric and the field strengths are diagonal matrices in the non-vanishing blocks and
this feature will be the key ingredient in finding the solutions of the Laplace and
Dirac equations associated with the compact directions.
3We could give an equivalent definition of this new frame by starting from the curved complex
coordinates and writing wm =
(
C
−1
ab
)m
s
zs and w¯m =
(
C¯
−1
ab
)m¯
s¯
z¯s.
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3 The four-dimensional effective action
Following the procedure defined in ref. [13] and here summarized (see also [27] for
a better understanding of the notations used in this paper), the four-dimensional
action is obtained starting from the ten-dimensional super Yang-Mills action with
gauge group U(M):
S =
1
g2
∫
d10XNˆ Tr
(
− 1
4
FMˆNˆF MˆNˆ +
i
2
λ¯ΓMˆDMˆλ
)
(12)
where Mˆ, Nˆ = 0, . . . , 9, g2 = 4πeφ10(2π
√
α′)6 and
FMˆNˆ = ∇MˆANˆ −∇NˆAMˆ − i[AMˆ , ANˆ ] ; DMˆλ = ∇Mˆλ− i[AMˆ , λ] (13)
with λ being a ten-dimensional Weyl-Majorana spinor. The gauge breaking is real-
ized by first separating the generators Ua of the Cartan subalgebra from the ones
out of it, eab, in the definitions of the gauge field and of the gaugino:
AMˆ = BMˆ +WMˆ = B
a
Mˆ
Ua +W
ab
Mˆ
eab ; λ = χ+Ψ = χ
aUa +Ψ
abeab (14)
and later expanding the Lagrangian around the background fields which are present
only along the compact directions in T 6 of the branes:
BaM(x
µ, XN) = 〈BaM〉(XN) + δBaM(xµ, XN)
W abM (x
µ, XN) = 0 + ΦabM (x
µ, XN) . (15)
Here µ = 0, . . . , 3 and M,N = 1, . . . , 6. The fields BaM and Φ
ab
M are, respectively,
adjoint and chiral scalars, from the point of view of the four-dimensional Lorentz
group. The background fields 〈BaM〉 are taken with a constant field strength corre-
sponding to the background constant magnetic fields along the compact dimensions,
as discussed in the previous section. In particular, the gauge
〈BaM〉(XN) = −
1
2
F aMNX
N
is chosen.
The following assumes the entire action in terms of the fields introduced above.
Only the relevant terms will be analyzed, namely the quadratic terms involving the
scalar and fermion fields and the trilinear terms involving a scalar and two fermions
from which the Yukawa couplings can be computed.
3.1 The scalar kinetic action
The quadratic terms in the scalar fields of the four-dimensional action, derived in
detail in ref. [13], are obtained by starting from eq. (12) and expanding the fields
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defined in the second line of eq. (15) in a basis of eigenfunctions of the internal
Laplace-Beltrami operator:
− D˜ND˜NφabM(XN) = m2MφabM(XN) ; ΦabM =
∑
M
ϕabM,M(x
µ)⊗ φabM(XN)
with suitable boundary conditions determined by the torus geometry. Here, the
covariant derivative depends only on the constant background gauge fields
D˜Nφ
ab
M = ∂Nφ
ab
M − i(〈BaN 〉 − 〈BbN〉)φabM .
The resulting action for the lowest excitations of the Kaluza-Klein tower is the sum
of two terms in
S
(φ)
2 =
∫
d4x
√
G4 K ϕN ba0 (xµ)
[(
G MN DµD
µ − (M
2
0 )
M
N
(2πR)2
)
ϕM, 0
]ab
(16)
with
K = 1
2g2
∫
d6XN
√
G6φ
ba
0 φ
ab
0 ;
[(M2M)]
M
N ]
ab
(2πR)2
= m2abMG
M
N − 2iFMabN . (17)
The Lagrangian will be rewritten in the system of complex coordinates Z in which
the mass operator becomes the diagonal matrix[
M2M
]ab ≡ diag (m˜2abM I − 2 Iabλ , m˜2abM I+ 2 Iabλ )
with m˜abM = 2πR m
ab
M.
In the following we are going to omit the indices ab, even if it is clear that we
are examining this sector.
The eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami operator are easily determined in this
frame. The commutation relations [D˜
(Z)
I , D˜
(Z)
J ] = −i FIJ of the covariant deriva-
tives reduce to the algebra of six decoupled creation and annihilation bosonic op-
erators. In fact, what has been done above so far is valid for any number d of
compactified space dimensions. In this general case one therefore has the algebra of
d decoupled creation and annihilation bosonic operators. This is due to the block
diagonal expression of the background gauge field. The identification of such op-
erators with the covariant derivatives depends on the signs of the eigenvalues λr,
being for positive λr:
a†r =
√
2
|λr| i D˜
(Z)
r ; ar =
√
2
|λr| iD˜
(Z)
r+d (18)
with the role of the creation and annihilation operators exchanged for negative λr.
In both cases one has [ar, a
†
r] = 1 and the Laplace equation becomes
d∑
r=1
|λr|(2Nr + 1)φM = m˜2MφM ; Nr = a†r ar .
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The eigenvalues of the mass operator result to be:
M2±;s =
d∑
r=1
|λr|(2Nr + 1)∓ 2λs (19)
where the signs± refer respectively to the fields ϕzs,M and ϕz¯s,M. In these notations
one has: M≡ (N1, . . . , Nd).
According to eq. (19), the lightest states turn out to be ϕzr, 0 for positive
eigenvalues λr, otherwise ϕz¯r, 0. In the case d = 3, among these, the lightest one is
massless if the N = 1 susy condition |λr|+ |λs| = |λt| (r 6= s 6= t) is imposed. Then,
by applying creation operators on the massless state, two towers of Kaluza-Klein
states are generated. Their spectrum, when the N = 1 susy condition is imposed,
is contained in the expression:
M2k = 2
3∑
r=1
|λr|(Nr + k) ; k = 0, 1 .
The same KK spectrum will be shown in a while to be obtained by solving the
equation of motion for the fermions. This property is the standard Bose-Fermi
degeneracy that is peculiar of supersymmetric theories.
The eigenfunctions relative to the ground state is obtained by solving the first-
order differential equations
arφ0 = 0 ∀r ⇔


(
∂
∂z¯r
ab
+ i
2
F
(ZZ)
r+d r z
r
)
φ0 = 0 if λr > 0(
∂
∂zr
− i
2
F
(ZZ)
r+d r z¯
r
)
φ0 = 0 if λr < 0
. (20)
These sets of equations, dependent on the sign of λr, are unified by introducing
new coordinates (Z1, . . . , Z2d) ≡ (z1, . . . , zd, z¯1, . . . z¯d) with
zr = zr for λr > 0 ; z
r = z¯r for λr < 0. (21)
In this frame, the background field becomes:
F (zz) =
i
2
(
0 |Iλ|
−|Iλ| 0
)
(22)
with the associated vector potential:
A(Z)r ≡ 〈Br〉 = −
1
2
F (zz)rs z¯
s = − i
4
|λr|z¯r .
Eqs. (20) are now expressed in a unique differential equation(
∂
∂z¯r
+
1
4
|λr| zr
)
φ0 = 0 . (23)
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The solution is
φ0 = e
− 1
4
∑d
r=1 z¯
r|λr |zrf(~z) = e−
1
4
~¯zt |Iλ|~zf(~z) (24)
with f(~z) being an holomorphic function of the coordinates which is determined by
the boundary conditions.
It is interesting to notice that the wave-function (24), when rewritten in the
original system of coordinates ZI = (zr, z¯r), may depend on both the holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic variables. However, it never simultaneously depends on a
variable and its complex conjugate, i.e. on zr and z¯r (same r). Therefore, from this
point of view, f is always a holomorphic function of the complex coordinates.
Boundary conditions are dictated by the transformation properties of the scalar
fields under the torus translations [29, 30]. The complex torus, in the z-frame, is
defined through the lattice identification:
zr ≡ zr + C(λ)rn [mn1 + Ωnmmm2 ] (25)
with
Ω = (C(λ))−1C˜(λ) (26)
where
C(λ)
r
=
(
1 + sign(λr)
2
)
Cr +
(
1− sign(λr)
2
)
C¯r = C¯(−λ) r
C˜(λ) r =
(
1 + sign(λr)
2
)
CrU +
(
1− sign(λr)
2
)
C¯rU¯ = ¯˜C(−λ) r (27)
while Ω¯ = (C(−λ))−1C˜(−λ).
We notice that the matrix Ω, with all the λrs having the same sign, coincides
with the complex structure of the torus or its complex conjugate. In comparing
eq. (25) with eq. (8), one can see that it plays the same role as the complex
structure U in the z-frame. For these reasons Ω will be named the “generalized
complex structure”.
The behavior of the vector potential A
(z)
r under the lattice translations
A(z)r (z¯ + C¯
(λ)η(s)) ≡ A(z)r (z¯) + ∂rχ(1)(s) ; A(z)r (z¯ + ¯˜C(λ)η(s)) ≡ A(z)r (z¯) + ∂rχ(2)(s)
defines the corresponding gauge transformations
χ
(1)
(s) = −
i
4
zr|λr|(C¯(λ))rnηn(s) +
i
4
z¯r|λr|(C(λ))rnηn(s)
χ
(2)
(s) = −
i
4
zr|λr|( ˜¯C(λ))rnηn(s) +
i
4
z¯r|λr|(C˜(λ))rnηn(s) (28)
with ηt(s) = (
s times︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . ). The holomorphic function appearing in the definition
of the ground state is determined by imposing the identifications
φ0(~z + C
(λ)η(s), ~¯z + C¯
(λ)η(s)) = e
iχ
(1)
(s)φ0(~z, ~¯z)
φ0(~z + C˜
(λ)η(s), ~¯z +
¯˜C(λ)η(s)) = e
iχ
(2)
(s)φ0(~z, ~¯z). (29)
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The solution is obtained by writing eq. (24) in the equivalent form:
φ0 = e
− 1
4
~¯zt|Iλ|~z+ 14~z
t
C(λ)
−t
C¯(λ) t|Iλ|~zθ(~z) (30)
and observing that θ satisfies the following periodicity conditions when translated
along the cycles of the hypertorus:
θ(~z + C(λ)η(s)) = θ(~z)
θ(~z + C(λ)Ωη(s)) = e
− i
2
ηt
(s)
ImΩtC(λ)
t
Iλ|C¯
(λ)[2C(λ)
−1~z+Ωη(s)]θ(~z) . (31)
where we have used the identity C˜(λ)η(s) = C
(λ)C(λ)
−1
C˜(λ)η(s) = C
(λ)Ωη(s).
We would like to stress here that the boundary conditions written in eqs. (31)
are valid if the following condition holds:
F (xx) = 0 . (32)
In fact, eqs. (31) are derived under the assumption that the product C(λ)t |Iλ| C¯(λ)
is a symmetric matrix. The physical meaning of this constraint comes out if one
rewrites the gauge field given in eq. (22) in the original system of real coordinates.
Details of this calculation are given in appendix C. The result is that the symmetry
of the previous matrix requires F (xx) to vanish, while one derives:
F (xy) =
1
(2πR)2
C(λ)t|Iλ|C¯(λ) ImΩ ; F (yy) = −F (xy)tΩ+ ΩtF (xy) . (33)
By using the previous relations in the second line of eq. (31), one gets:
θ(~z + C(λ)Ω η(m)) = e
−i
(2πR)2
2
η(m)F
(xy)t[2C(λ)
−1~z+Ω η(m)]θ(~z) . (34)
The solution of eq. (23) is characterized by a Riemann Theta function with the
boundary conditions in eq. (34):
θ(~z) ≡ Θ
[
~j
0
]
(IC(λ)
−1
~z|IΩ) (35)
with
I = (2πR)2
F (xy)t
2π
. (36)
This is known to be well-defined only if the matrix F (xy)tΩ is symmetric and
F (xy)tImΩ > 0 [23]. From eq. (33) one can see that the first requirement is
satisfied if
F (yy) = 0. (37)
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In appendix C it is shown that also the second condition is fulfilled. Summarizing,
the wave-function as written in eqs. (30) and (35) is the solution of the Laplace-
Beltrami operator with the boundary conditions imposed by the torus geometry
only if the components xx and yy of the magnetic field are vanishing [21].
Finally, in order to satisfy the first line of eq. (31), one has also to impose:
I t~j = ~m ∈ Zd (38)
with ~j ∈ Zd. By introducing the unitary vectors eti = (
i−times︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . )t in Zd and
writing ~m = mi~ei, one can define the lattice [22]
~j = mi~ji ; ~ji = I
−t~ei .
Different values of ~j give different wave functions associated to chiral states hav-
ing the same mass. Therefore ~j labels the mass degeneracy of the ground states.
The Riemann Theta function is invariant under the translation ~j → ~j + ~ei and
the inequivalent values of ~m, namely the values of ~m which lead to different wave-
functions, are those inside the cell determined by the vectors ~ei. The determinant
of the matrix I which connects the two sets of vectors ~ji and ~ei provides the quan-
titative measure of the inequivalent ~m’s and therefore gives the degeneracy of the
ground state.
The full wave-function of the ground state, in the real coordinates system and
in the case F (xx) = F (yy) = 0, is
φ0 ≡ φab~j = Cab e
i~yt
Iab
(2πR)2
~x+i~ytΩtab
It
ab
(2πR)2
~y
∑
~n∈Zd
eiπ(~n+
~j)tIabΩab(~n+~j)+2iπ(~n+~j)
tIab(
~x+Ωab ~y
2πR
) (39)
with Cab being an arbitrary overall constant. The choice of this constant affects the
normalization of the kinetic terms of the scalars. In appendix C it is shown that
canonically normalized kinetic terms are obtained by taking
Cab =
√
2gV
−1/2
T 2d
[det(IabImΩab)]
1/4
being VT 2d the torus volume. It is also interesting to observe that
φba~j (Ωba) = (φ
ab
~j
(Ωab))
∗
which follows from the identities Iab = −Iba and Ωba = (Ω¯ab)∗. This is a consequence
of the definition of Ω¯, written after eq. (27).
The wave-function (39) can be easily compared with eq. (5.39) of ref. [22] where
the negative chirality wave-function on the torus T 4 with trivial complex structure
is given. The two expressions coincide if the generalized complex structure here
introduced is identified with the modular matrix iΩˆ defined in that reference. Such
identification will become more transparent in the next section where it will be
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explicitly shown that in a torus T 4 with complex structure U = iI the generalized
complex structure reduces to the modular matrix written, for example, in eq. (5.43)
of ref. [22].
Eq. (39) can be also compared with the wave-function of the chiral scalars
defined on the factorized torus (T 2)d and given for example in ref. [31]. On the
factorized torus, the background gauge field is already a block diagonal matrix and
the signs of its eigenvalues coincide with the ones of the first Chern classes. In this
background, the generalized complex structure is the following diagonal matrix:
Ω ≡ diag
(
. . . ,
(
1 + signλr
2
)
Ur +
(
1− signλr
2
)
U¯r, . . .
)
. (40)
The Urs are the complex structures of the single component T
2 of the factorized
torus (T 2)d. The corresponding wave-function will be the factorized product of d
functions, each of them depending on the holomorphic Ur or anti-holomorphic U¯r
variables, according to the sign of λr. Such wave-function, whose holomorphicity
properties are related to the signs of the first Chern classes, coincides with the one
introduced in ref. [27].
Summarizing, the solution of the Laplace-Beltrami equation on a torus T 2d with
arbitrary complex structure has been found. This solution provides the internal
wave-function of the chiral scalars corresponding to the open strings ending on two
stacks of magnetized branes. The difference in their magnetization is a matrix
having non-vanishing elements only along the non-diagonal blocks. Under this
assumption and after having chosen a suitable ansatz for the internal wave function,
the boundary conditions dictated by the magnetized torus geometry reduces to the
quasi periodicity conditions satisfied by the Riemann Theta function. Let us notice
that such assumption, in the case of only one dy-charged sector is not restrictive
because a generic antisymmetric matrix, associated to the unique difference F ab of
the magnetic fields on the two piles a and b, can be always recast in a matrix having
vanishing elements along the diagonal blocks through an orthogonal rotation. But
in the case of more dy-charged sectors, it is not possible to put all the differences of
the magnetic fields simultaneously in that particular form unless extra conditions
are imposed. That is why, being interested in the computation of the Yukawa
couplings, where three wave-functions are involved, we have imposed the vanishing
of the diagonal blocks of the magnetic fields. This is reminiscent of what happens
in the stringy calculus of the Yukawa couplings on T 6 [24] that is, in fact, performed
under the assumption that all the monodromy matrices associated to the different
dy-charged sectors are commuting.
In principle, it should be possible to find the solution of the Laplace equation
also in the most general case of a background magnetic field described by a matrix
with all the entries different from zero. From the analysis here performed, it seems
that this solution should not be the Riemann Theta function even if a final answer
to this question needs a more exhaustive study.
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3.2 The Dirac equation
The ten-dimensional fermion kinetic term of the N = 1 SYM theory supported by
the world-volume of a stack of N D9-branes is
SΨ2 =
i
2g2
∫
d4x
√
G4
∫
d6XNΨ¯ba
[
(ΓµDµ + Γ
MD˜M)Ψ
]ab
(41)
where, in view of a subsequent dimensional reduction, the internal compact direc-
tions have been separated from the four-dimensional ones. Compactification of the
action (41) is obtained by first decomposing the Dirac matrices in the factorized
product of the D = 4 and D = 6 representations of the Clifford algebra, as shown
in eq. (66), and then by expanding the ten-dimensional fermion fields in terms
of the wave-functions which are solutions of the internal Dirac equation, with the
boundary conditions implied by the compact geometry [13]
Ψab =
∑
n
ψabn ⊗ ηabn ; iγM(6)D˜Mηabn = mnηabn . (42)
In analogy with the dimensional reduction of the bosonic kinetic terms, the eigen-
function problem of the Dirac equation is solved in the complex frame Z where
both the metric and the magnetic background are diagonal in the non-vanishing
off-diagonal blocks: see eqs. (9) and (10). In this complex frame, the Clifford
algebra becomes: {
γZ
r
, γZ¯
s
}
= 4δrs
while all the remaining anti-commutators vanish. This algebra is the usual one of
fermion creation and annihilation operators and the gamma-matrices can be iden-
tified with such operators. According to the identifications (18), also the covariant
derivatives satisfy, apart from a factor, the algebra of the bosonic creation and
annihilation operators. Then, the massless state living in the kernel of the Dirac
equation is obtained by defining a factorized vacuum η0( ~Z , ~¯Z) = u0 ⊗ φ0( ~Z , ~¯Z).
Here, u0 is a constant six-dimensional spinor and φ0 is a function of the internal
coordinates, both vanishing under the action respectively of all the fermionic and
bosonic annihilation operators
D(Z¯)r φ0(
~Z, ~¯Z) = 0 ; γZr(6)u0 = 0 ; for λr > 0
D(Z)r φ0(
~Z, ~¯Z) = 0 ; γZ¯r(6)u0 = 0 ; for λr < 0 (43)
together with the boundary conditions given in eq. (29). Eqs. (43) show that
for positive λr the holomorphic gamma-matrices γ
Zr
(6) have to be identified with the
annihilation operators, while the anti-holomorphic Dirac matrices play the same role
for opposite signs. This sign-dependent identification can be avoided by rewriting
the gamma-matrices in the Z-frame where the coordinates are seen as holomorphic
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or anti-holomorphic according to the sign of λr (see eq. (21)). In this frame one
always has that γZ
r
(6) and γ
Z¯r
(6) are identified respectively with the annihilation and
creation operators.
The solution of eq. (43) is then obtained by assuming φ0 to be the wave-function
in eq. (39) and by defining u0 = γ
Zrχ0, for positive eigenvalues λr and u0 = γ
Z¯rχ0
for negative eigenvalues, being χ0 an arbitrary eight-component spinor. In the
Z-coordinates we have:
η0(~Z,
~¯Z) =
3∏
r=1
γZ
r
χ0 ⊗ φ~j(~Z, ~¯Z). (44)
This spinor is chiral. In appendix B it is explicitly shown that it has positive chirality
when, in the Z coordinates, an odd number of Dirac matrices with anti-holomorphic
indices appear in its definition, while it has negative chirality in the other case. The
signs of the λrs also determine which combinations of gamma-matrices appear in
the definition of the massless states and for this reason one can verify that the
six-dimensional chirality is given by the product of such signs. Finally, those signs
also impose the wave-function and its complex conjugate to have opposite chirality.
This is also true in the case of the T 2-torus [13].
The whole spectrum of the Kaluza-Klein fermions is obtained, following the
standard procedure, by squaring eq. (42):
−
(
γZ
I
(6)D
Z
I γ
ZJ
(6)D
Z
J
)
ηn =
3∑
r=1
(
|λr|(2Nr + 1)− 1
4
[
γZ
r
(6), γ
Z¯r
(6)
]
|λr|
)
ηn
= (2πR)2m2nηn , (45)
where the bosonic number operator, defined in the previous sections, has been
introduced and the expression of the background gauge field given in eq. (22) has
been used.
The vacuum state shown in eq. (44) satisfies the previous equation with m = 0
and, applying on it an arbitrary number of bosonic oscillators
(a†1)
N1 (a†2)
N2 (a†3)
N3
3∏
r=1
γZ
r
χ0 ⊗ φ~j(~Z, ~¯Z) ,
a set of Kaluza-Klein states are generated with masses
m2 =
2
(2πR)2
3∑
r=1
|λr|Nr.
The next level in the fermion Fock space, satisfying eq. (45), is obtained by applying
a fermion creation operator on the massless state
γZ¯
k
3∏
r=1
γZ
r
χ0 ⊗ φ~j(~Z, ~¯Z) ; k = 1, 2, 3. (46)
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These are three states with mass m2 = 2|λk|/(2πR)2. Their chirality can be de-
termined first by defining χ = γZ
k
χ0 as a general six-dimensional spinor and then
counting, in the Z coordinates, the number of holomorphic Dirac matrices acting
on it. This number differs by one from the number of the same matrices acting on
the vacuum. The relation between chirality and the number of holomorphic Dirac
matrices makes one conclude that the states (44) and (46) have necessarily oppo-
site chirality. Finally, by acting on this level with an arbitrary number of bosonic
creation operators:
(a†1)
N1 (a†2)
N2 (a†3)
N3γZ¯
k
3∏
r=1
γZ
r
χ0 ⊗ φ~j(~Z, ~¯Z) k = 1, 2, 3.
a tower of KK states is generated with masses given by:
m2k =
1
(2πR)2
3∑
r=1
|λr|(2Nr) + 2 |λk|
(2πR)2
k = 1, 2, 3 .
Other KK towers are obtained by acting on the vacuum with two or three fermion
creation oscillators and an arbitrary number of bosonic oscillators
(a†1)
N1 (a†2)
N2 (a†3)
N3γZ¯
k
γZ¯
l
η0 ; (a
†
1)
N1 (a†2)
N2 (a†3)
N3
3∏
k=1
γZ¯
k
η0
with k, l = 1, 2, 3. These are three and one tower of massive states having respec-
tively the same and opposite chirality of the vacuum. Their mass spectrum is given
by:
m2k,l =
2
(2πR)2
3∑
r=1
|λr|Nr + 2 |λk|+ |λl|
(2πR)2
; m2 =
2
(2πR)2
3∑
r=1
|λr|(Nr + 1) .
All the mass formulas can be collected in a more concise relation by introducing
the fermion number operator Nfr = 0, 1 and by writing
m2n =
2
(2πR)2
3∑
r=1
|λr|(Nr +Nfr ) . (47)
The masses of the KK states are parameterized by the bosonic and fermionic oc-
cupation numbers (Nr, N
f
r ). States having occupation numbers (Nr, N
f
r = 0) and
(Nr − 1, Nfr = 1) have the same mass but opposite chirality and they are the two
components of a four-dimensional massive Dirac spinor.
The mass spectrum (47), as explicitly shown in appendix E, coincides with the
zero-slope limit of the string mass formula in the R-sector and for dy-charged open
strings.
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All these states, solutions of the Dirac equation, are written in the Z-frame
which has been introduced in order to diagonalize the off-diagonal blocks of the
magnetic field and so it is necessarily dependent on its background values. In
configurations involving several piles of magnetized branes there are a lot of such
frames, each of them associated to the sets of dy-charged open strings stretched
between different stacks of magnetized branes and therefore there are many wave-
functions depending on different local system of coordinates. The calculation of the
effective actions demands the evaluation of overlap integrals among three or more
of these functions. One has to re-express such states in terms of quantities defined
in a unique system of coordinates as the WM one. In this frame one can write:
η0(~w, ~¯w) =
3∏
r=1
(
Crs
(1 + signλr)
2
γw
s
+ C¯rs
(1− signλr)
2
γw¯
s
)
χ0 ⊗ φ~j(~w, ~¯w) (48)
where Csr , C¯
r
s are the inverse matrices of the ones defined in eq. (5) and φ~j is a
scalar function of the coordinates.
3.3 Example: T 4 with complex structure U = iI4
In order to compare the results here obtained with the ones in literature, it is useful
to specify the wave-function, the equation of motions and the background gauge
field for the torus T 4 with the trivial complex structure [22].
The torus is defined by introducing, in R4, the identifications
xi ≡ xi + 2πR ; yi ≡ yi + 2πR ; i = 1, 2
with the metric given by:
ds2 = δijdx
i dxj + δijdy
i dyj .
Complex variables are introduced in the standard way:
zi =
xi + iyi
2πR
.
These define a complex torus with complex structure U = iI4. The non-vanishing
block of the difference F ab between the background magnetic fields activated on the
world-volume of the two piles a and b, for any sector ab, is:
F (xy) =
(
f11 f12
f12 f22
)
.
This matrix is symmetric because of the eq. (4) which implies F˜ = F (xy) ImU−1 =
F (xy) and of the condition F˜ † = F˜ which becomes F˜ t = F˜ on a real matrix.
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The eigenvalues of this matrix are real and given by
λ± =
f22 + f11
2
± 1
2
√
(f22 − f11)2 + 4f 212
and the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors are:
v+ =
1√
a2 + 1
( −a
1
)
; v− =
1√
a2 + 1
(
1
a
)
with a = f22−f11
2f12
− 1
2f12
√
(f22 − f11)2 + 4f 212 which is a real quantity because the
argument of the square root is positive definite. These eigenvectors, according to
eq. (5), are collected in the matrix
C−1 = Ct = C =
1√
a2 + 1
( −a 1
1 a
)
(49)
and the non-vanishing element of the gauge field becomes:
F˜ = Ct
Iλ
(2πR)2
C¯
=
λ−
(2πR)2(a2 + 1)
(
1 a
a a2
)
+
λ+
(2πR)2(a2 + 1)
(
a2 −a
−a 1
)
. (50)
Eq. (50) has the same structure as eq. (5.7) in ref. [22]. In the following, just
to fix the notation, we assume that λ+ is positive while λ− is negative. However,
according to the definition of the matrix C(λ) given in eq. (27), being C real, we
have C(λ) = C and
Ω = C(λ)
−1
C˜(λ) = i
a2+1
( −a 1
1 a
)( −a 1
−1 −a
)
= − i
a2+1
(
1− a2 2a
2a a2 − 1
)
. (51)
Again, this equation is formally identical to eq. (5.43) of ref. [22]. By using it
together with the definition of C(λ) and eq. (33), it is simple to compute F (xy) and
to check that it is equal to eq. (50).
The solution of the Laplace-Beltrami equation, according to the general analysis
made in the previous section, is equivalent to solve:
D
(Z¯)
1 φ0 = 0 ; D
(Z)
2 φ0 = 0 (52)
with the boundary conditions given by eq. (29). When written in terms of the flat
coordinates w, w¯ introduced in eq. (6), eqs. (52) become:(
D
(w¯)
1 (C
−1)11 +D
(w¯)
2 (C
−1)21
)
φ0 = (−aD(w¯)1 +D(w¯)2 )φ0 = 0 ,(
D
(w)
1 (C
−1)12 +D
(w)
2 (C
−1)22
)
φ0 = (D
(w)
1 + aD
(w)
2 )φ0 = 0. (53)
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These are formally the same as eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) of ref. [22].
The Dirac equation, instead, is solved by rewriting η0 as follows:
η0(x
n, yn) = u0φ0(x
n, yn)
where φ0(x
n, yn) satisfies eqs. (53) and u0 is a constant spinor annihilated by the
fermion destruction operators:
γZ
1
u0 = 0 ; γ
Z¯2u0 = 0 .
The solution of these equations is:
u0 = γ
Z1γZ¯
2
λ ,
λ being an arbitrary spinor. By rewriting it in the system of coordinates w one
gets:
u0 =
(
C11γ
w1
(4) + C
1
2γ
w2
(4)
)(
C¯21γ
w¯1
(4) + C¯
2
2γ
w¯2
(4)
)
λ
=
1
a2 + 1


0 0 0 0
0 4a −4 0
0 4a2 −4a 0
0 0 0 0




λ1
λ2
λ3
λ4

 =


0
4aλ2 − 4λ3
4a2λ2 − 4aλ3
0

 (54)
where the following representation of the Dirac matrices has been used:
γw
1
(4) = γ
w ⊗ σ3 ; γw¯1(4) = γw¯ ⊗ σ3
γw
2
(4) = I⊗ γw ; γw¯
2
(4) = I⊗ γw¯ .
The matrices γw,w¯ are given in eq. (67) and σ3 is one of the Pauli matrices. The
internal chirality, instead, turns out to be γ5 = σ3⊗σ3. The spinor (54) has negative
chirality and the ratio of its two non-vanishing components is 1/a. By comparing
it with the same ratio of the two components of the spinor (5.18) of ref. [22], we
get completely agreement with q = 1/a. This value makes Ω, given in eq. (51),
coincident with Ω introduced in ref. [22] (see eq. (5.43)). Finally, by using it again
in eq. (50) and identifying λ+ ≡ (2πR)2(1 + q2)Nˆ11¯ and λ− ≡ (2πR)2(1 + q2)Nˆ22¯,
one can see that this equation becomes identical to eq. (5.7) in ref. [22]. The wave-
function given in eq. (39) can now be easily compared with the second line of eq.
(5.39) of the aforementioned paper.
4 Yukawa couplings for magnetized branes com-
pactified on T 6
The general expression of the four-dimensional Yukawa couplings, involving chiral
dy-charged matter has been obtained, in the framework of magnetized branes, in
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ref. [13]. Here we give the result:
SΦ3 =
1
2g2
∫
d4x
√
G4
∫
d6XN
√
G6ψ¯
ca
0 (x
µ) γ5(4)
[
ϕabi, 0(x
µ)ψbc0 (x
µ)⊗ (ηac0 )†(xn, yn)
× γi(6)φab0 (xn, yn)ηbc0 (xn, yn)− ϕbci,m(xµ)ψab0 (xµ)⊗ (ηac0 )†(xn, yn)
× γi(6)φbc0 (xn, yn)ηab0 (xn, yn)
]
(55)
where ψ0 and ϕ0 are respectively the lightest fermionic and bosonic excitations of
the Kaluza-Klein towers. These are massless in the case of the fermions while the
lightest boson becomes massless only if a supersymmetry condition is imposed. In
the following, in order to fix notations, we choose λab1 to be positive and we impose
the supersymmetry condition:
|λab1 | = |λab2 |+ |λab3 |
where the λs are the eigenvalues of the difference of the background magnetic fields
living on the branes labeled with the a, b indices. The massless scalar with this
choice of the magnetic field is φZ1, while with the opposite choice of λ1 is φZ¯1 . In
the chosen notations, only the first term in eq. (55) contributes to the Yukawa
coupling for massless particles and one is left with the expression
(SΦ3 )
(1) =
∫
d4x
√
G4ψ¯
ca
0 γ
5
(4)ϕ
ab
Z1,0 ψ
bc
0 Y
s (56)
with the Yukawa coupling constants, in the string frame, given by
Y s =
1
2g2
[
(uac0 )
†γ
Z1ab
(6) u
bc
0
]
Ys (57)
being
Ys =
∫
T 6
d3xd3y
√
G6(φ
ac
0 (
~Zac, ~¯Zac))†φab0 (
~Zab, ~¯Zab)φbc0 (
~Zbc, ~¯Zbc) . (58)
The spinors u0 and ψ0 are defined in eqs. (43) and (42) where, as explained in
sect. [2], the magnetic dependence of the complex coordinates has been empha-
sized by labeling them with the indices specifying the stacks of branes where the
corresponding open strings have their endpoints.
The spinor product in eq. (57) determines which fermions do not have vanishing
couplings. In fact, such product is different from zero only if the two constant spinors
have opposite chirality. This feature, shown to be true in the case of the factorized
torus (T 2)3 in ref. [27], can be proven by first observing that the complex Dirac
matrices anticommute with the chirality operator{
γ7(6) , γ
Z1ab
(6)
}
= (Cab)
1
r
{
γ7(6) , γ
wr
(6)
}
= 0
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and by computing the product
(uac0 )
†γ
Z1ab
(6) u
bc
0 = (−1)ηbc(uac0 )†γZ
1
ab
(6) γ
7
(6)u
bc
0 = −(−1)ηbc+ηac(uac0 )†γZ
1
ab
(6) u
bc
0
which is different from zero only if the two spinors have opposite chirality. Here,
we have denoted by (−1)η (η = 0, 1) the chirality of the constant spinor.
The first factor in eq. (57) also determines the holomorphy of the wave-functions
that give a non-zero Yukawa coupling. With our choice of the massless scalar, the
definition of fermion vacuum given in eq. (48) leads to a non-vanishing coupling
only by taking ηbc0 either as the product of three anti-holomorphic Dirac matrices
acting on a general spinor (all the λbcr ’s are negative and Ωbc = U¯) or as a mixed
product of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic Dirac matrices acting again on a
general spinor (the signs of the λbcr ’s are mixed). In the latter case the matrix Ωbc
is neither equal to the complex structure of the torus nor to its complex conjugate.
Similar consideration can be given to the spinor (uac0 )
† with the proviso that this
spinor has to be taken with opposite chirality with respect the one of ubc0 . It is
worth to observe that, even taking ηbc0 completely anti-holomorphic and the scalar
completely holomorphic according to our initial choice of λab1 > 0, one cannot use as
(uac0 )
† the product of holomorphic or anti-holomorphic Dirac matrices, because their
algebra would necessarily give a zero result. Non-vanishing Yukawa couplings have
then to involve an overlap of wave functions where at least one of the three matrices
Ω is different from the torus complex structure U or from its complex conjugate
U¯ . For this reason, an overlap integral among wave functions depending on three
arbitrary matrices Ω is now going to be evaluated. Details of the calculation are
given in appendix D. The result follows:
Ys =
∫
d3x˜d3y˜
√
G6φ
ca
~j1
(Ωca)
∗φab~j1 (Ωab)φ
bc
~j2
(Ωbc) = NabNbcNca
√
G6
× D [det(−i(IcaΩca + IabΩab + IbcΩbc))]−1/2
×
∑
~p∈Z3
det[Ibc]I
−1
bc
~˜p∈Z3
det[Iab]I
−1
ab
Θ
[
α−tItbc(
~j3−~j2)+
Itbc
detIt
bc
~p+
Itab
detIbc
~˜p
0
]
(0|Π) (59)
with
Π = α
(
(ΩabI
−t
ab + ΩbcI
−t
bc )− (Ωab − Ωbc)(IcaΩca + IabΩab + IbcΩbc)−1(Ωab − Ωbc)t
)
αt
D = 1
χ
∑
~m∈Z˜
(I
−1
ab
+I
−1
bc
)α
δ(~jt1 Iab+~jt2 Ibc+~mt Iab)(Iab+Ibc)−1;~jt3
being χ defined in eq. (84) and α = det [IabIbc]I [22] . The matrix α has been
introduced in eq. (77) of appendix D to make the product α(I−1ab + I
−1
bc ) an integer
matrix. This has been essential in getting an identity between the product of two
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Riemann Theta functions. As in the case of the calculus of the Yukawa couplings
on the factorized torus, it is the main ingredient to compute the overlap integral of
three wave-functions giving the Yukawa couplings on the general torus.
Eq. (59) simplifies when all the differences of magnetic fields living on the
various stacks of magnetized branes are independent but commuting. An analo-
gous string calculus of the Yukawa coupling has been performed in ref. [24]. In
such a configuration, it is convenient to introduce the matrix having integer entries
P = αI−1ab I
−1
bc and to observe that:∑
~p∈Z3
det[Ibc]I
−1
bc
~˜p∈Z3
det[Iab]I
−1
ab
Θ
[
Itbc
detIabIbc
(~j3−~j2)+
Itbc
detIt
bc
~p+
Itab
detIbc
~˜p
0
]
(0|P Π˜P t) = Θ
[
I−t
ab
(~j3−~j2)
0
]
(0|Π˜) (60)
with
Π˜ = IabIbc
(
(ΩabI
−t
ab + ΩbcI
−t
bc )
− (Ωab − Ωbc)(IcaΩca + IabΩab + IbcΩbc)−1(Ωab − Ωbc)t
)
I tabI
t
bc .
More details on the identity written in eq. (60) are given at the end of appendix D.
Eq. (60) could have been directly obtained by performing a different choice of
the matrix α. When all the first Chern classes commute, the quantity α(I−1ab + I
−1
bc )
can be made an integer matrix by choosing α = IabIbc. With this choice, as it will
be explicitly shown in appendix D, there is no need to introduce the vectors ~p and
~˜p. Furthermore, the quantity Π ≡ Π˜ and the characteristic of the Theta function
comes out already in the form I−tab (
~j3 −~j2).
4.1 Example: Yukawa couplings on factorized torus.
The expression of the Yukawa couplings derived in the main section describes also
the factorized torus T 6 = T 32 where the background gauge field F is
F = F12dx
1 ∧ dy1 + F34dx2 ∧ dy2 + F56dx3 ∧ dy3
while the metric is
ds2
(2πR)2
=
3∑
r=1
T r2
U r2
|dx2r−1 + U rdy2r|2
(2πR)2
.
Here, U r2 and T r2 are respectively the imaginary parts of the complex and the Ka¨hler
structure of the two tori T r2 in T
6 (r = 1, 2, 3).
The complex frame z, where the metric and the magnetic field strength are
trivial, as in eqs. (7) and (10), is introduced through the definitions
zr =
√
T r2
U r2
xr + U r yr
2πR
≡
√
T r2
U r2
wr ≡ Crmwm .
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The real matrix C is diagonal and coincides with C(λ). The gauge field in the
complex frame is already diagonal in its non-vanishing blocks
F =
3∑
r=1
U r22πI
r
T r2
i
2
dzr ∧ dz¯r ; Ir = (2πR)2F2r−1 2r
2π
(61)
and the same property is true for generalized complex structure as shown in eq.
(40).
The calculus of the Yukawa couplings for chiral matter involves three different
background gauge fields associated to three different stacks of branes. All these
fields in the complex frame are already (1, 1) forms and their non-vanishing compo-
nents are already diagonal matrices. The z-complex frame is then universal, being
the same for each gauge field. These latter are simultaneously diagonal and one can
write:
Iab + Ibc + Ica = 0⇒ λrab + λrbc + λrca = 0 ∀r = 1, 2, 3
with λr = 2πU
r
2 I
r/T r2 , as can be derived from eq. (61), and I ≡ diag(I1, I2, I3).
It is now straightforward to evaluate:
IcaΩca + IabΩab + IbcΩbc = diag
[
U r − U¯ r
2
(ηrcaI
r
ca + η
r
abI
r
ab + η
r
bcI
r
bc)
]
ΩabI
−t
ab + ΩbcI
−t
bc = diag
[
δηr
ab
,ηr
bc
(δηr
ab
,1U
r + δηr
ab
,−1U¯
r)
(
1
Irab
+
1
Irbc
)
+δηr
ab
,−ηr
bc
δηr
ab
,1
(
U r
Irab
+
U¯ r
Irbc
)
+ δηr
ab
,−ηr
bc
δηr
ab
,−1
(
U¯ r
Irab
+
U r
Irbc
)]
with η = signλ. From these expressions one can compute
α−1Πα−t = diag
[(
1
Irab
+
1
Irbc
)((
δηr
ab
,ηr
bc
+ δηr
ab
,−ηr
bc
δηr
ab
,ηcar
) (
δηr
ab
,1U
r + δηr
ab
,−1U¯
r
)
+δηr
ab
,−ηr
bc
δηabr ,−ηcar
(
δηr
ab
,1U¯
r + δηr
ab
,−1U
r
))]
.
By using these identities in the Yukawa couplings, an agreement with the corre-
sponding expression, given for example in ref. [27], is obtained if α = IabIbc.
5 Conclusions
The field theoretical approach pursued in this paper reveals itself to be a very ef-
ficient tool in the determination of the low-energy effective actions of branes with
oblique magnetization. In particular, it has allowed us to derive the Yukawa cou-
plings for chiral matter in the case of a torus with both an arbitrary magnetization
and an arbitrary complex structure. The analogous calculation in a pure stringy
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approach is still missing, since it has been performed only for a general torus with
commuting monodromy matrices [24]. Of course, this would be an interesting di-
rection to follow, along the lines explored in refs. [28, 33] since it could shed light
on the string quantization on a general magnetic torus.
Extensions of the results here obtained to the case of magnetization along the
non-Cartan generators of the gauge group could be interesting for exploring con-
nections with F-theory phenomenology.
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A Notations on space-time indices
The ten-dimensional Minkowski metric is chosen with the mostly plus signature
ηMˆNˆ = (−, +, . . . ,+) ; Mˆ, Nˆ = 0, . . . , 9 .
The ten-dimensional indices are separated in the four-dimensional ones µ = 0, ..., 3
relative to the Minkowski space, and N = 1, . . . , 6 relative to the compact ones.
The compact indices are called “flat” if the coordinates refer to an Euclidean metric
otherwise they are called “curved”.
The capital letters M,N = 1, . . . , 6 are used for the real curved coordinates
spanning the transverse compact space. The real flat transverse indices are instead
denoted by the letters I, J = 1, . . . , 6. The indices m,n = 1, . . . , d label curved, real
or complex, coordinates while r, s = 1, . . . , d denote the corresponding flat ones.
B The torus T 2d
The 2d-dimensional torus T 2d is identified with the euclidean space R2d modulo a
2d-dimensional lattice Λ = (m1 ~E1 +m
2 ~E2 + · · ·+m2d ~E2d) generated by the set of
vectors ( ~E1, . . . , ~E2d), with m
M ∈ Z. One can introduce, for the sake of simplicity,
the set of versors (eˆ1, . . . , eˆ2d) with eˆM ≡ ~EM|| ~EM || . By definition, then, the torus is
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obtained by imposing on a generic point P ∈ R2d of coordinates ~X , the following
identification [27]:
XI ≡ XI + 2πRmM eIM . (62)
Let the 2d coordinates XM in ~X be grouped in d couples of coordinates (xn, yn),
according to the definition (xn, yn) ≡ (X2n−1, X2n) with n = 1, . . . , d. Then, one
can rewrite eq. (62) in the “lattice frame”, where the axes are parallel to the versors,
as follows:
xn ≡ xn + 2πRmn1 ; yn ≡ yn + 2πRmn2
after having put mM = mn1 [m
n
2 ] for M = 2n− 1 [M = 2n] with n = 1, . . . , d. The
metric in this frame is given by:
ds2 = dXMGMNdX
N (63)
and, denoting by eˆIN the components of the lattice generating vectors in an or-
thonormal frame, one gets: GMN = eˆ
I
MδIJ eˆ
J
N (M,N, I, J = 1, . . . , 2d) [24, 30].
The lattice vectors, by definition, are the vielbein of the metric and allow one to
introduce flat coordinates (x′, y′) = eˆ · X having an euclidean metric. One can
also introduce complex coordinates. The geometry of the complex torus is now
described by:
dWM = UMNdXN ; dXM = (U−1)MNdWN (64)
where WM ≡ (wm, w¯m) and
U = 1
2πR
(
I U
I U¯
)
; U−1 = (2πR)
( − U¯
2i
U
2i
I
2i
− I
2i
)(
(ImU)−1 0
0 (ImU)−1
)
.
U is the complex structure and the Ka¨hler metric is defined by:
ds2 = (2πR)2d~wt h d ~¯w .
The complex torus is obtained by the identification:
wn = wn +mn1 + U
n
pm
p
2 ≡ wn +ΠnMmM
where the d×2d period matrix Π = (I, U) [32] has been introduced. The hermitian
metric h can be written in terms of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic vielbeins
[35, 36]
hmn¯ = e
r
m δrs¯ e¯
s¯
n¯ ; r, s = 1, . . . , d
with (e rm)
∗ = e¯ r¯m¯ . Let e
m
r and e¯
n¯
s¯ the inverse of the vielbeins, i.e. δrs¯ = e
m
rhmn¯e¯
n¯
s¯.
The vielbeins allow one to introduce the complex variables:
WI = eIMWM ; eIM =
(
erm 0
0 e¯s¯n¯
)
(65)
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with W ≡ (wr, w¯r) having a flat metric
ds2 = (2πR)2dwrδrs¯dw¯
s¯ ≡ (2πR)
2
2
d ~WT G d ~W ; G ≡
(
0 I
I 0
)
.
An orthogonal system of coordinates can be easily introduced by defining new
coordinates (x˜r, y˜r) related to the complex flat ones by the relation:
XI = (S−1)IJWJ ; S =
(
I iI
I −iI
)
.
It is trivial to check that ds2 = (2πR)2(dx˜2 + dy˜2). The relation between (x˜, y˜)
and the early quantities (x, y) is XM = (U−1)MNeNISIJXJ ≡ e˜MJXJ . The quantities
denoted by e˜ are the inverse of the vielbein and are mapped by an orthogonal
transformation to the vielbein eˆMI introduced at the beginning of this appendix.
The ten-dimensional representation of the Clifford algebra{
ΓMˆ , ΓNˆ
}
= 2gMˆNˆ
with gMˆNˆ = (ηµν , GMN ), is realized by the following Dirac matrices:4
Γµ = γµ(4) ⊗ I(6) ; ΓM = γ5(4) ⊗ γM(6) (66)
with {
γµ(4), γ
ν
(4)
}
= 2ηµν ;
{
γM(6), γ
N
(6)
}
= 2GMN .
A representation of the Dirac matrices that satisfies the Clifford algebra with
G−1 = 2G−1 is
γw
r
(6) = I
⊗(r−1) ⊗ γwr ⊗ (σ3)⊗(3−r) ; γw¯r(6) = I⊗(r−1) ⊗ γw¯
r ⊗ (σ3)⊗(3−r)
with
γw
r
=
(
0 2
0 0
)
; γw¯
r
=
(
0 0
2 0
)
. (67)
It is straightforward to verify that{
γw
r
(6) , γ
ws
(6)
}
=
{
γw¯
r
(6) , γ
w¯s
(6)
}
= 0 ;
{
γw
r
(6) , γ
w¯s
(6)
}
= 4δrs .
The six-dimensional chirality is defined, in the real euclidean system of coordinates,
as follows:
γ7(6) = −i
6∏
I=1
γI(6).
4In the following we restrict our analyses to the case d = 3.
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The γI(6)s satisfy the Clifford algebra
{
γI(6), γ
J
(6)
}
= 2δIJ and they are chosen to be
hermitian matrices.
In the flat complex space the chirality becomes
γ7(6) = −i
6∏
I=1
(S−1)IJγ
J
(6) =
3∏
r=1
(
γw
r
(6) + γ
w¯r
(6)
2
)(
γw
r
(6) − γw¯
r
(6)
2
)
.
Now, it is simple to convince oneself that a set of eigenfunctions with positive
chirality are given by
γw
1
(6)γ
w2
(6)γ
w3
(6)λ ; γ
w1
(6)γ
w¯2
(6)γ
w¯3
(6)λ
γw¯
1
(6)γ
w2
(6)γ
w¯3
(6)λ ; γ
w¯1
(6)γ
w¯2
(6)γ
w3
(6)λ
being λ a general eight-dimensional spinor. Notice that in these states it always
appears the product of an odd number of matrices having holomorphic indices.
A set of eigenfunctions with negative chirality is obtained by applying on λ the
product of three Dirac matrices with different space-time indices and with an even
number of holomorphic indices:
γw¯
1
(6)γ
w¯2
(6)γ
w¯3
(6)λ ; γ
w1
(6)γ
w2
(6)γ
w¯3
(6)λ
γw
1
(6)γ
w¯2
(6)γ
w3
(6)λ ; γ
w¯1
(6)γ
w2
(6)γ
w3
(6)λ . (68)
In this paper another set of complex coordinates, denoted by (Zr, Z¯r), has been
introduced having flat metric and with the property that the background magnetic
field is a block-diagonal anti-symmetric matrix (see eq. (10)). The Dirac matrices
are:
γZ
r
(6) = C
r
sγ
ws
(6) ; γ
Z¯r
(6) = C¯
r¯
s¯γ
w¯s
(6) ,
where the unitary matrices C and C¯ have been defined in eq. (5). Again, in this
frame, a set of eigenfunctions with negative chirality is obtained by applying on a
generic spinor the product of an even number of Dirac matrices with holomorphic
indices. We can prove this statement by observing that such a spinor either contains
only anti-holomorphic Gamma matrices or depends on just one anti-holomorphic
index, like the states γZ
v
(6)γ
Zw
(6) γ
Z¯z
(6)λ (v 6= w 6= z). In the first case, one trivially has
negative chirality because of eq. (68), while in the second one, applying γ7(6) on the
spinor yields:
γ7(6) (C
v
rγ
wr
(6))(C
w
sγ
ws
(6))(C¯
z¯
t¯γ
w¯t
(6))λ = −
3∑
r 6=s 6=t=1
(Cvrγ
wr
(6))(C
w
sγ
ws
(6))(C¯
z¯
t¯γ
w¯t
(6))λ
+
1
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3∑
t6=r 6=s=1
(
CvrC
w
sC¯
z¯
s¯ − CvsCwrC¯ z¯s¯
)
γw
r
(6)γ
w¯r
(6)γ
ws
(6)γ
w¯s
(6)[γ
wt
(6)γ
w¯t
(6) − γw¯
t
(6)γ
wt
(6)]γ
wr
(6)γ
ws
(6)γ
w¯s
(6)λ
= −(Cvrγw
r
(6))(C
w
s γ
ws
(6))(C¯
z¯
t¯ γ
w¯t
(6))λ+
1
2
3∑
r 6=s=1
(
CvrC
w
sC¯
z
s¯ − CvsCwrC¯ z¯s¯
) 3∏
u=1
γw
u
(6)γ
w¯u
(6) .
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Once that the identity
∑3
s=1C
v
sC¯
z¯
s¯ = δ
vz¯ is used, the last term in the previous
equation vanishes. This latter identity follows from the unitarity of the C−1 matri-
ces:
(C−1)rpδrs¯(C¯
−1)s¯q¯ = δpq¯
which implies
δrs¯Cprδpq¯ = (C¯
−1)s¯q¯ ⇒ C¯ t¯s¯δrs¯Cpr = δ t¯p.
C The wave-function
The main ingredient of the bosonic and fermionic wave-function is the Riemann
Theta function [23]:
Θ
[
~j
~i
]
(~ν|ω) =
∑
~n∈Zd
eiπ(~n+
~j)t ω (~n+~j)+2πi(~n+~j)t (~ν+~i) (69)
with ω being a symmetric d × d matrix with a positive definite imaginary part. It
satisfies the quasi-periodicity conditions
Θ
[
~j
~i
]
(~ν + ~m|ω) = e2πi~jt ~mΘ
[
~j
~i
]
(~ν|ω)
Θ
[
~j
~i
]
(~ν + ω~m|ω) = e−πi~mt ω ~m−2πi~mt(~ν+~i)Θ
[
~j
~i
]
(~ν|ω) . (70)
It is useful to give the proof of the proposition (6.4) of ref. [23], which concerns the
product of two Riemann Theta functions
Θ
[
~j1
n1
0
]
(~z1|n1ω)Θ
[
~j2
n2
0
]
(~z2|n2ω) =
∑
~m∈Zd/(n1+n2)Zd
Θ
[
n1 ~m+~j1+~j2
n1+n2
0
]
(~z1 + ~z2|(n1 + n2)ω)
× Θ
[
n1n2 ~m+n2~j1−n1~j2
n1n2(n1+n2)
0
]
(n2~z1 − n1~z2|n1n2(n1 + n2)ω) (71)
with n1 and n2 arbitrary integers. Following ref. [23], one can introduce the quan-
tities:
Q′ =
(
n1ω 0
0 n2ω
)
; T−1 =
(
I n2I
I −n1I
)
;
Q = T−tQ′T−1 =
(
(n1 + n2)ω 0
0 n1n2(n1 + n2)ω
)
.
The right side of eq. (71) can then be written as follows:
Θ
[
~j1
n1
0
]
(~z1|n1ω)Θ
[
~j2
n2
0
]
(~z2|n2ω) =
∑
~l′∈Z2d
eiπ(
~l′+ ~J ′)tQ′ (~l′+ ~J ′)+2πi(~l′+ ~J ′)t ~Z′
=
∑
~l∈Z2d
eiπ(
~l+ ~J)tQ (~l+ ~J)+2πi(~l+ ~J)t ~Z (72)
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with:
~Z = T−t ~Z ′ =
(
~z1 + ~z2
n2~z1 − n1~z2
)
; ~l = T~l′ =
(
n1~l1+n2~l2
n1+n2
~l1−~l2
n1+n2
)
;
~J = T ~J ′ =
(
~j1+~j2
n1+n2
n2~j1−n1~j2
n1n2(n1+n2)
)
and
~Z ′ =
(
~z1
~z2
)
; ~l′ =
(
~l1
~l2
)
; ~J ′ =
(
~j1
n1
~j2
n2
)
where the following identities have been used:
n1~l1 + n2~l2
n1 + n2
=
~m1
n1 + n2
+~l3 ;
~l1 −~l2
n1 + n2
=
~m2
n1 + n2
+~l4 (73)
with ~li ∈ Zd (i = 1, . . . , 4). The quantities ~mi cannot be any integer because values
of these variables differing by ~k(n1 + n2) (with ~k ∈ Zd) are equivalent since they
determine integer shifts of the variables ~l3,4 which are arbitrary integers.
The quotient space Zdn1+n2 ≡ Zd/[(n1 + n2)Zd] is the set of all the inequivalent
values of these variables. Furthermore, the ~mis cannot be independent because of
the following identities:
~l1 =
~m1 + n2 ~m2
n1 + n2
+~l3 +~l4 ⇒ ~m1 + n2 ~m2 = 0 mod(n1 + n2)
~l2 =
~m1 − n1 ~m2
n1 + n2
+~l3 −~l4 ⇒ ~m1 − n1 ~m2 = 0 mod(n1 + n2) ,
which determine ~m1 = n1 ~m2 mod(n1 + n2). By collecting all these results one can
easily get the identity (71).
These properties of the Riemann Theta function are a relevant ingredient in
order to prove that the wave-function introduced in eq. (30) satisfies the boundary
conditions given in eq. (29). At this aim, one has first to observe that:
φ0(~z + C
(λ)η(s),~¯z + C¯
(λ)η(s)) = φ0(~z,~¯z)
[
θ(~z + C(λ)η(s))
θ(~z)
]
e
i
2
Im( ~ztC(λ)−t)C¯(λ) t |Iλ|C(λ)η(s)
φ0(~z + C
(λ) Ω η(s),~¯z + C¯
(λ) Ω¯ η(s)) = φ0(~z,~¯z)
[
θ(~z + C(λ)Ωη(s))
θ(~z)
]
× e i2 Im(~z
t
C(λ)
−t
)C¯(λ) t|Iλ|C
(λ)Ω η(s)+
i
2
ηt
(s)
ImΩt C¯(λ) t|Iλ|~z+ i2ηt(s) ImΩt C¯(λ) t|Iλ|C(λ)Ω η(s) (74)
where Ω is defined after eq.(25) and the identity C¯(λ) t|Iλ|C(λ) = C(λ) t|Iλ|C¯(λ) has
been used.
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By plugging the first of the two last identities in eq. (29), one gets the first
identity written in eq. (31) while, by plugging in the second line of eq. (29) the
last identity in eq. (74) and using again the symmetry of the matrix C¯(λ) t|Iλ|C(λ),
one gets:
θ(~z + C(λ)Ωη(s)) = e
− i
2
η(s)ImΩ
tC(λ)
t
|Iλ|C¯
(λ)[2C(λ)
−1~z+Ω η(s)]θ(~z) .
It is worth to stress here that, in writing these boundary conditions, the matrix
C(λ) has been implicitly assumed to be invertible.
The complex coordinates are related to the real ones by the identities:
~z =
C(λ)~x+ C(λ)Ω~y
2πR
; ~¯z =
C¯(λ)~x+ C¯(λ)Ω¯~y
2πR
.
The magnetic background flux in both systems of coordinates can be read from
eq. (1) and eq. (22), here rewritten:
F =
i
4
d~zt|Iλ| ∧ d~¯z− i
4
d~¯zt|Iλ| ∧ d~z
=
1
2
d~xtF (xx) ∧ d~x+ 1
2
d~xtF (xy) ∧ d~y − 1
2
d~ytF (xy)t ∧ d~x+ 1
2
d~ytF (yy) ∧ d~y
with
F (xx) =
i
2(2πR)2
[
C(λ)
t|Iλ|C¯(λ) − C¯(λ) t|Iλ|C(λ)
]
F (xy) =
i
2(2πR)2
[
C(λ)
t|Iλ|C¯(λ) Ω¯− C¯(λ) t|Iλ|C(λ)Ω
]
−F (xy)t = i
2(2πR)2
[
ΩtC(λ) t|Iλ|C¯(λ) − Ω¯t C¯(λ) t|Iλ|C(λ)
]
F (yy) =
i
2(2πR)2
[
ΩtC(λ) t|Iλ|C¯(λ) Ω¯− Ω¯t C¯(λ) t|Iλ|C(λ)Ω
]
. (75)
It is now straightforward to see that requiring the matrix C¯(λ) t|Iλ|C(λ) to be sym-
metric implies the first identity written in eq. (33), F (xx) = 0 and allows one to
write:
F (yy) = − i
2(2πR)2
Ω¯tC¯(λ) t|Iλ|C(λ)Ω+ ΩtF (xy) + i
2(2πR)2
ΩtC¯(λ) t|Iλ|C(λ)Ω
= − 1
(2πR)2
ImΩtC¯(λ) t|Iλ|C(λ)Ω + ΩtF (xy) = −F (xy)tΩ + ΩtF (xy)
where the second line of eq. (75) has been used.
The second line of eq. (34) becomes identical to the second identity in eq. (70)
if the quantity I Ω, with I = (2πR)2 F
(xy)t
2π
is identified with the symmetric matrix ω,
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if ~b vanishes and if ~ν = IC(λ)
−1
z. These identifications lead to the solution written
in eq. (35).
In order to verify if the Riemann Theta function satisfies also the first line of
eq. (34), one explicitly computes:
Θ
[
~j
0
]
(I (C(λ)−1 ~Z + ηm)|I Ω) =
∑
~n∈Zd
eiπ(~n+
~j)t [I Ω] (~n+~j)+2πi(~n+~j)t I C(λ)−1~z
× e2πi(~n+~j)t I η(s)
and imposes the additional constraints:
(~nt I) ∈ Zd ; (~jt I) ∈ Zd ∀~n ∈ Zd.
The first constraint is in fact satisfied because I is a matrix with integer entries.
In the last part of this appendix, the consistency of the solution (39) is going to
be proved. The wave-function is correctly defined if the Riemann Theta function
is a convergent series and the convergence is guaranteed if the symmetric matrix
I ImΩ is positive definite [23], i.e.:
~x t (2πR)2
F (xy)
t
2π
ImΩ~x > 0 ; ∀~x ∈ Rd and ~x 6= 0 .
At this aim one has first to observe that eq. (33) implies:
~x t (2πR)2
F (xy)
π
ImΩ−1 ~x = (~xC(λ))†
|Iλ|
π
(C(λ)~x) =
∑
m
|λr
π
||(~xC(λ))m|2 > 0 .
Furthermore one has:
~xt [F (xy)
t
ImΩ] ~x = ~xT F (xy)
t
ImΩ ImΩ−1 ImΩ~x
= ~xt ImΩtF (xy) ImΩ−1 ImΩ~x
= (ImΩ~x)t [F (xy)ImΩ−1] (Ω~x) ≡ ~vt[F (xy)ImΩ−1]~v > 0
since the matrix [F (xy)ImΩ−1] is positive definite. This proves the convergence of
the Theta function. In the proof the following identity has been used:
F (xy)
t
Ω = ΩtF (xy) ⇒ F (xy)tImΩ = ImΩtF (xy) .
The normalization of the wave-function is determined by evaluating the integral:
1
2g
∫
ddx ddy
√
G6(φ
ab
j )
∗ φabj′ =
C2
2g
√
G6
∑
~n,~m∈Zd
∫ 2πR
0
ddx e2 i π(~n+
~j−~m−~j′)
Iab
2πR
~x
× eiπ(~n+~j)tIabΩab(~n+~j)−iπ(~m+~j′)IabΩ¯ab(~m+~j′)
∫ 2πR
0
ddyeiπ~y
t(Ωab−Ω¯ab)~ye2iπ[(~n+
~j)−(~m+~j′)]
Iab
2πR
(Ωab−Ω¯ab).
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The integral over the x-coordinates is trivial, giving the result:∫ 2πR
0
ddx e2 i π(~n+
~j−~m−~j′)
Iab
2πR
~x = (2πR)dδ
(d)
~n+~j,~m+~j′
which imposes ~n = ~m and ~j = ~j′. Using these latter identities we get:
1
2g
∫
ddx ddy
√
G6(φ
ab
j )
∗ φabj′ = δ
(d)
~j,~j′
C2
2g
(2πR)2d
√
G6
∑
~n∈Zd
∫ 1
0
ddye−2π(~y+~n+
~j)tIabImΩab(~y+~n+~j) .
The last integral in the previous equation is evaluated by observing that:
∑
~n∈Zd
∫ 1
0
ddye−2π(~y+~n+
~j)tIabImΩab(~y+~n+~j) =
d∏
i=1

 lim
Ai→∞
Ai∑
ni=−Ai
∫ ni+ji+1
ni+ji
dyi

 e−2π~ytIabImΩab~y
=
d∏
i=1
[
lim
Ai→∞
∫ Ai
−Ai
dyi
]
e−2π~y
tIabImΩab~y =
∫ ∞
−∞
ddye−2π~y
tIabImΩab~y
= [det(IabImΩab)]
−1/2
Hence, the wave-function normalization turns out to be:
1
2g
∫
ddx ddy
√
G6(φ
ab
j )
∗ φabj′ =
N 2
2g
VT 2dδ
(d)
~j,~j′
[det(IabImΩab)]
−1/2
with VT 2d = (2πR)
2d
√
G6. Choosing C =
√
2gV
−1/2
T 2d
[det(IabImΩab)]
1/4 makes the
kinetic term of the scalars canonically normalized.
D Explicit calculus of the Yukawa couplings
The Yukawa couplings involving two twisted fermions and one twisted scalar field,
corresponding to the lowest excitations of the dy-charged open strings ending on
three magnetized branes, are obtained by computing the following integral:
Y~j1,~j2,~j3 =
∫
T 6
d3x˜d3y˜
√
G6(φ
ac
~j3
(Ωac))
∗ φ ab~j1 (Ωab)φ
bc
~j2
(Ωbc)
being (~˜x, ~˜y) = (~x, ~y)/(2πR) and the wave-function, defined in eq. (39), is here
rewritten:
φ~j(Ω) = N eiπ~˜y
tI~˜x+iπ~˜ytIΩ~˜y
∑
~n∈Z3
eiπ(~n+
~j)tIΩ(~n+~j)+2πi(~n+~j)t I(~˜x+Ω ~˜y) (76)
with I = (2πR)2 F (xy)t/2π.
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It is useful to give to the product of two wave-functions the following form [22]:
φab~j1 (Ωab)φ
bc
~j2
(Ωbc) = NabNbc eiπ~˜yt (Iab+Ibc)t ~˜x+iπ~˜yt(Iab Ωab+IbcΩbc)~˜y
×
∑
~l∈Z2d
eiπ
~ltQ~l+2πi~ltQ~˜Y+2πi~ltI ~˜X
being
Q =
(
IabΩab 0
0 IbcΩbc
)
; I =
(
Iab 0
0 Ibc
)
~l =
(
~n1 +~j1
~n2 +~j2
)
; X˜ =
(
~˜x
~˜x
)
; Y˜ =
(
~˜y
~˜y
)
.
An equivalent representation of the product of two Riemann Theta functions is
obtained by introducing the following transformation matrix:
T =
(
I I
αI−1ab −αI−1bc
)
; T−1 =
(
(I−1ab + I
−1
bc )
−1I−1bc (I
−1
ab + I
−1
bc )
−1α−1
(I−1ab + I
−1
bc )
−1I−1ab −(I−1ab + I−1bc )−1α−1
)
acting as follows:
Q′ = TQT t =
(
Q′11 Q′12
Q′21 Q′22
)
=
(
IabΩab + IbcΩbc (Ω
t
ab − Ωtbc)αt
α(Ωab − Ωbc) α(ΩabI−tab + ΩbcI−tbc )αt
)
I ′ = T I T t =
(
Iab + Ibc (Iab I
−t
ab − Ibc I−tbc )αt
0 α(I−tab + I
−t
bc )α
t
)
.
We introduce also the vector:
~l tT−1 =
(
(~n1 +~j1)
t(I−1ab + I
−1
bc )
−1I−1bc + (~n2 +
~j2)
t(I−1ab + I
−1
bc )
−1I−1ab ;
(~n1 +~j1)
t(I−1ab + I
−1
bc )
−1α−1 − (~n2 +~j2)t(I−1ab + I−1bc )−1α−1
)
.
By using the following identity:(
I−1ab + I
−1
bc
)−1
= Ibc (Iab + Ibc)
−1 Iab = Iab (Iab + Ibc)
−1 Ibc
and analogously to what has been done in eqs. (73), one can write:(
~nt1 Iab + ~n
t
2 Ibc
)
(Iab + Ibc)
−1 = ~mt1 (Iab + Ibc)
−1 +~lt3(
~nt1 − ~nt2
)
Iab (Iab + Ibc)
−1 Ibcα
−1 = ~mt2
(
I−1ab + I
−1
bc
)−1
α−1 +~lt4 (77)
where ~l3, ~l4 ∈ Z3, ~m1 and ~m2 are suitable integer vectors, while α has to be chosen
in such a way that the matrix α
(
I−1ab + I
−1
bc
)
has integer entries. In the following,
we will choose α = det [IabIbc] I [22] which indeed satisfies the above mentioned
constraint. The possible values of ~m1,2 can be determined by repeating the analysis
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developed after eq. (38). By writing ~m1 = m
i
1~ei, the lattice with basis vectors
~ei (Iab + Ibc) is introduced and, in it, the equivalent points are those which change
~l3 by integer values, because this quantity is summed over all possible elements of
Z3.
Z3(Iab+Ibc)
is the set of equivalent classes obtained by identifying the elements of Z3
under the shift ~m1+~k
t (Iab + Ibc) (∀~k ∈ Z3). Inequivalent values of ~m1 lie in the cell
determined by the vectors ~ei (Iab + Ibc), their number is |det[Iab+Ibc]|. Analogously,
the number of inequivalent values of ~m2 ∈ Z3(I−1ab +I−1bc )α is |det[I
−1
ab + I
−1
bc ]α|.
It is straightforward to obtain from the previous equations the identities:
~nt1 = (~m
t
1 + ~m
t
2Ibc)(Iab + Ibc)
−1 +~l t3 +
~l t4αI
−1
ab
~nt2 = (~m
t
1 − ~mt2Iab)(Iab + Ibc)−1 +~l3 −~l4αI−1bc .
In order to make them consistent, both αI−1ab and αI
−1
bc have to be integers and this
is satisfied by choosing α = det[Iab Ibc]I.
5 Moreover, one has to impose also:
~mt1 + ~m
t
2Ibc =
~kt(Iab + Ibc) ; ~m
t
1 − ~mt2Iab = ~kt1(Iab + Ibc)
with ~k and ~k1 elements of Z
3. The solution of the last two equations is
~mt1 = ~m
t
2Iab +
~kt1(Iab + Ibc) . (78)
Eq. (78), after having taken into account the different definitions of the equivalence
classes associated to the two integer vectors ~m1,2, becomes:
~mt1 + ~t
t
1(Iab + Ibc) =
[
~mt2 + ~t
t
2α(I
−1
ab + I
−1
bc )
]
Iab + ~k
t
1(Iab + Ibc).
This is equivalent to eq. (78) with ~kt1 replaced by
~kt1−~t t1+~t t2αI−1bc . The identification
written in eq. (78) is consistent because the vectors ~m1 and ~m2Iab are both identified
up to the integer matrix (Iab + Ibc), being
~mt2Iab ≡ ~mt2Iab + (~kt I−1bc det[IabIbc])(Iab + Ibc).
The correspondence between ~m1 and ~m2 is not one-to-one since, having been chosen
α = det[IabIbc]I, the number of the inequivalent values of ~m2 is bigger than the one
of inequivalent ~m1. Following ref. [22], one can replace:
~mt2 = ~˜m
t
2 + ~p
tdet[Iab](Iab + Ibc)I
−1
ab +
~˜pt det[Ibc](Iab + Ibc)I
−1
bc (79)
and the second line of eq. (77) becomes:
(
~nt1 − ~nt2
)
Iab (Iab + Ibc)
−1 Ibcα
−1 = ~˜mt2
(
I−1ab + I
−1
bc
)−1
α−1 + ~p t
Ibc
detIbc
+ ~˜p t
Iab
detIab
+~l t4 . (80)
5The most general solution would be α = det[Iab Ibc]P with P an integer matrix [22].
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The sets of inequivalent ~p and ~˜p are respectively denoted by Z3
det[Ibc]I
−1
bc
and Z3
det[Iab]I
−1
ab
and their numbers are |det(det[Ibc]I−1bc )| and |det(det[Iab]Iab)−1|. Consequently, the
number of inequivalent ~˜m2’s is |det(Iab + Ibc)| which now matches with the one of
the ~m1’s. It is worthwhile to observe that the previous counting is correct only if
the Chern classes Iab and Ibc are completely independent. When one of these two
conditions Iab = P Ibc or Ibc = P Iab, with P a matrix with integer entries, is verified
- for example the second identity - then:
Iab
det[Iab]
= (det[P ]P−1)
Ibc
det[Ibc]
, (81)
being det[P ]P−1 a matrix with integer entries. The right side of eq. (80) becomes:
~˜mt2(I
−1
ab + I
−1
bc )
−1α−1 + (~pt + ~˜ptdet[P ]P−1)
Ibc
det[Ibc]
. (82)
The latter equation shows that the sum over ~˜p introduces integers already taken
into account in the sum over ~p. The overcounting is |det[det[Iab]I−1ab ]| and the sum
over these two integers has to be normalized by this factor for avoiding to include
equivalent contributions several times. Furthermore, in this case the degeneracy of
~˜m is bigger exactly by the factor |det[det[Iab]I−1ab ]|. Analogous considerations are
valid when the other condition Iab = P Ibc is verified.
By starting from eq. (80) and repeating the same manipulation which has led
to eq. (78), one gets the same equation with ~m2 replaced by ~˜m2. The solution of
eq. (78), in the case of Iab and Ibc independent, is now unique and one can write
(~m ≡ ~˜m2):
~l
′t = (~l
′t
1 ,
~l
′t
2 ) ≡ ~l tT−1 ≡
(
(~jt1Iab +~j
t
2Ibc + ~m
tIab) (Iab + Ibc)
−1 +~l t3 ;
(~jt1 −~jt2 + ~mt)Iab (Iab + Ibc)−1 Ibcα−1 + ~p t
Ibc
det[Ibc]
+ ~˜p t
Iab
det[Iab]
+~l t4
)
.
The case in which Iab and Ibc are not independent, for example Ibc = P Iab, is subtle
because the degeneracy of ~˜m2 is bigger than the one of ~m1. Furthermore, in order
to satisfy the condition:
(~m1 − ~˜m2Iab)(Iab + Ibc)−1 = 0 modZd
one has to find the number of inequivalent values of ~˜m2 according to the identifica-
tion
~˜m2 ≡ ~˜m2 + ~kt(1 + P ) .
This number is |det(1 + P )| which is smaller than the number of possible ~m1. By
remembering that the degeneracy of ~˜m2 is |det[(det[Iab]I−1ab )(Iab+ Ibc)]|, the number
of times that inequivalent values of ~˜m2 appear is |det[Iab]|d.
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From the above analysis immediately it follows that:
~˜m2 ∈ Z˜(I−1
ab
+I−1
bc
)α = Z
3
(I−1ab +I
−1
bc )α
\ (Z3
det[Ibc]I
−1
bc
∪ Z3
det[Iab]I
−1
ab
).
Furthermore the following identity holds:
T−t
(
~˜x [~˜y]
~˜x [~˜y]
)
=
(
~˜x [~˜y]
0
)
.
After collecting all the results, one can write:
φab~j1 (Ωab)φ
bc
~j2
(Ωbc) = NabNbc eiπ~˜xt (Iab+Ibc) ~˜y+iπ~˜yt(Iab Ωab+Ibc Ωbc)~˜y
=
1
χ
∑
(~l3,~l4)∈Z3
~m∈Z˜
(I−1
ab
+I−1
bc
)α
∑
~p∈Z3
det[Ibc]I
−1
bc
~˜p∈Z3
det[Iab]I
−1
ab
e
iπ~l
′tQ′~l
′
+2πi~l
′tQ′

 ~˜y
0

+2πi~l ′t I′

 ~˜x
0


(83)
where the quantity
χ =


|det[Iab]|d−1 if Ibc = PIab
|det[Ibc]|d−1 if Iab = PIbc
1 independent (Ibc, Iab) .
(84)
has been introduced.
The overlap of three wave functions results to be:∫ 1
0
d3x˜d3y˜
√
G6φ
ca
~j3
(Ωca)φ
ab
~j1
(Ωab)φ
bc
~j2
(Ωbc) = NabNbcNca
∫ 1
0
d3x˜d3y˜
√
G6e
iπ~˜yt (Ica+Iab+Ibc) ~˜x
× eiπ~˜yt(IcaΩca+Iab Ωab+IbcΩbc)~˜y 1
χ
∑
(~n3,~l3, ,~l4)∈Z3
~m∈Z˜
(I−1
ab
+I−1
bc
)α
∑
~p∈Z3
det[Ibc]I
−1
bc
~˜p∈Z3
det[Iab]I
−1
ab
eiπ(~n3+
~j3)tIca Ωca(~n3+~j3)+2πi(~n3+~j3)tIca(~˜x+Ωca~˜y)
× e
iπ~l
′tQ′~l
′
+2πi~l
′tQ′

 ~˜y
0

+2πi~l ′tI′

 ~˜x
0


. (85)
The integral over the x˜ coordinates can be easily performed after using the identity
Iab + Ibc + Ica = 0
and is given by: ∫ 1
0
d3x˜e2πi((~n3+
~j3)tIca+~l
′t
1 (Iab+Ibc))
~˜x = δ
(3)
~n3+~j3,~l′1
.
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This condition implies ~n3 = ~l3 and
(~jt1 Iab +~j
t
2 Ibc + ~m
t Iab)(Iab + Ibc)
−1 = ~jt3 (86)
which, when Iab and Ibc are completely independent, gives a well-defined condition
on ~m because the numbers of inequivalent ~m and ~j coincide. In the case in which
Iab and Ibc are not independent, the number of inequivalent values of ~m is smaller
than the number of possible ~j (equal to |det(Iab + Ibc)|), and their degeneracy is
|detIab|d or |detIbc|d depending on the relation existing between the Chern classes.
It follows that for a given a value of ~j it is not possible, in general, to find an integer
~m satisfying eq. (86) and, when this is possible, it appears a number of times equal
to the degeneracy of ~m. The degeneracy can be taken into account by introducing:
D ≡ 1
χ
∑
~m∈Z˜
(I−1
ab
+I−1
bc
)α
δ(~jt1 Iab+~jt2 Ibc+~mt Iab)(Iab+Ibc)−1;~jt3
and replacing ~m, in eq. (85), with the corresponding value of ~j3 as given by the
identity (86).
In order to compute the integral over the variable y˜ one defines:
A ≡ IcaΩca +Q′11 = IcaΩca + Iab Ωab + Ibc Ωbc
with At = A, getting:∫
d3y˜eiπ
~˜ytA~˜y+2πi~l
′t
1 A
~˜y+2πi~l
′t
2 Q
′21 ~˜y =
∫
d3y˜e−π[
~˜yt+~l
′t
1 +
~l
′t
2 Q
′21A−1](−iA)[~˜y+~l
′
1 +A
−1Q′21
t~l
′
2 ]
×e−iπ[~l ′t1 +~l ′t2 Q′21 A−1]A[~l ′1 +A−1Q′21t~l ′2 ] ≡ FΩ,I(~l3,~l4) e−iπ[~l
′t
1 +
~l
′t
2 Q
′21A−1]A[~l′1+A
−1Q′21
t~l
′
2 ]
with
FΩ,I(~l3,~l4) ≡
∫ 1
0
d3~˜ye−π[
~˜yt+~l
′t
1 +
~l
′t
2 Q
′21t A−1](−iA)[~˜y+~l
′
1 +A
−1Q′21
t~l
′
2 ] . (87)
The Yukawa coupling becomes:∫
d3x˜d3y˜
√
G6φ
ca
~j1
(Ωca)
∗φab~j1 (Ωab)φ
bc
~j2
(Ωbc) = NabNbcNca
√
G6D
∑
~l3,~l4∈Z3
∑
~p∈Z3
det[Ibc]I
−1
bc
~˜p∈Z3
det[Iab]I
−1
ab
FΩ,I(~l3,~l4)
×eiπ~l ′t1 [IcaΩca+Q′11−A]~l ′1 +iπ~l ′ t1[Q′12−Q′21t]~l ′2 +iπ~l ′t2 [Q′21−Q′21]~l′1+iπ~l ′t2 [Q′22−Q′21A−1Q21t]~l ′2
=
√
G6DNabNbcNca
∑
~l3,~l4∈Z3
∑
~p∈Z3
det[Ibc]I
−1
bc
~˜p∈Z3
det[Iab]I
−1
ab
FΩ,I(~l3,~l4)eiπ~l
′t
2 Π
~l
′
2
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where eq. (86) has been used and
Π = α
(
(ΩabI
−t
ab + ΩbcI
−t
bc )− (Ωab − Ωbc)(IcaΩca + IabΩab + IbcΩbc)−1(Ωab − Ωbc)t
)
α−t .
The integral in eq. (87) is convergent and can be explicitly computed. The key
ingredient in order to prove the convergence of the integral is the inequality:∫ 1
0
d3y˜
∑
~l3∈Zd
e−π[
~˜yt+~l
′t
1 +
~l
′t
2 Q
′21A−1](−iA)[~˜y+~l′1+A
−1Q′21
t~l
′
2 ]
≤
∫
d3y˜
∑
~l3∈Zd
∣∣∣e−π[~˜yt+~l ′t1 +~l ′t2 Q′21 A−1](−iA)[~˜y+~l ′1 +A−1Q′21t~l ′2 ]∣∣∣
= eπ[
~l′2Im(Q′21A−1)[ReA ImA−1 ReA−ImA]Im(Q′21A−1)t~l
′
2 ]
∑
~l3∈Zd
∫ 1
0
d3y˜
× e−π[~˜yt+~l ′t1 +~l ′2 Re(Q′21A−1)+~l ′t2 Im(Q′21A−1)ReA ImA−1]ImA[~˜y+~l ′t1 +Re(Q′21A−1)t~l ′2 +ImA−1 ReAIm(Q′21A−1)t~l ′2 ]
≡ eπ[~l ′2 Im(Q′21A−1)[ReA ImA−1ReA−ImA]Im(Q′21A−1)t~l ′2 ]
∑
~l
′
3 ∈Z
d
∫ 1
0
d3y˜f(~˜y +~l3 +~j3 +
~ˆ
l
′
2 )
with
f(~˜y +~l3 +~j3 +
~ˆ
l
′
2 ) = e
−π[~˜y+~l3+~j3+
~ˆ
l
′
2 ]
t ImA [y˜+~l3+~j3+
~ˆ
l
′
2 ]
~ˆ
l
′
2 =
[
Re(Q′21A−1)t + ImA−1ReAIm(Q′21A−1)t
]
~l
′
2 .
By observing that
lim
~δ→∞
+~δ−~1∑
~l3= ~−δ
∫ 1
0
d3y˜f(~˜y +~l3 +~j3 +
~ˆ
l
′
2 ) = lim
~δ→∞
∫ ~δ+~j3+~ˆl ′2
−~δ+~j3+
~ˆ
l
′
2
d3y˜f(~˜y) =
∫ ∞
−∞
d3y˜e−π
~˜yt ImA ~˜y
one sees that the integral is finite because ImA is positive definite.
After having proved the convergence of this integral, one can now explicitly
compute it. One can introduce the complex variable
wi = y˜i +~li3 +~j
i + [Re(Q′21A−1)t~l
′
2 ]
i + i[Im(Q′21A−1)t~l
′
2 )]
i
and the integral becomes
3∏
i=1

 lim
δi→∞
δi−1∑
~li3=−δ
i
∫ li3+ji+[Re(Q′21A−1)t~l ′2 ]i+i[Im(Q′21A−1)t~l ′2 ]i+1
li3+j
i
3+[Re(Q
′21A−1)t~l
′
2 ]
i+i[Im(Q′21A−1)t~l
′
2 ]
i
dwi

 e−π ~wt (−iA) ~w
=
3∏
i=1
[
lim
δi→∞
∫ δi+i(Im(Q′21A−1)t~l′2)i
−δi+i(Im(Q′21A−1)t~l′2)
i
dwi
]
e−π ~w
t (−iA) ~w =
∫ +∞
−∞
d3we−π ~w
t (−iA) ~w
= (det(−iA))−1/2
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In the last step of the previous equation, being the integrand an analytic function
of each of its variables, it is possible to apply the Cauchy theorem. Consequently,
one can write:
0 =
∮
d3we−π ~w
t (−iA) ~w =
3∏
i=1
[∫ −δi
+δi
+
∫ −δi+i(Im(Q′21A−1)t~l′2)i
−δi
+
∫ δi+i(Im(Q′21A−1)t~l′2)i
−δi+i(Im(Q′21A−1)t~l′2)
i
+
∫ δi
δi+i(Im(Q′21A−1)t~l′2)
i
]
d3w e−π ~w
t (−iA) ~w .
The integrals along the directions parallel to the imaginary axis are weighted by
the factor e−π
~δ ImA~δ that vanishes in the limit ~δ →∞. This proves the last equality
in eq. (88). By collecting all the results, one gets the following expression for the
Yukawa couplings:∫
d3x˜d3y˜
√
G6φ
ca
~j1
(Ωca)
∗φab~j1 (Ωab)φ
bc
~j2
(Ωbc) =
√
G6CabCbcCca(det(−iA))−1/2
×D
∑
~p∈Z3
det[Ibc]I
−1
bc
~˜p∈Z3
det[Iab]I
−1
ab
Θ
[
Itbc
det[IabIbc]
(~j3−~j2)+
Itbc
detIbc
~p+
Itab
detIab
~˜p
0
]
(0|Π) .
In the last part of this appendix we would like to give some more comments about
the case in which Iab and Ibc commute. In this case the quantities α(I
−1
ab + I
−1
bc ) are
integer matrices with the choice α = IabIbc and eqs. (77) become:(
~nt1 Iab + ~n
t
2 Ibc
)
(Iab + Ibc)
−1 = ~mt1 (Iab + Ibc)
−1 +~lt3(
~nt1 − ~nt2
)
(Iab + Ibc)
−1 = ~mt2 (Iab + Ibc)
−1 +~lt4.
Now the sets of the integer values taken by ~m1 and ~m2 coincide and there is no
need to introduce the vectors ~p and ~˜p, which leads to a simplification in the sum
appearing in eq. (83).
The identity written in eq. (60) is proved starting from the indentity
~tt
[
Iab
det[Iab]
] [
Ibc
det[Ibc]
]
= ~nt
[
Iab
det[Iab]
] [
Ibc
det[Ibc]
]
+~l ; (88)
valid for ~l and ~t arbitrary integers and ~nt defined up the translation:
~nt ≡ ~nt + ~kt
[
Iab
det[Iab]
]−1 [
Ibc
det[Ibc]
]−1
.
Eq. (88) can be understood by observing that, being ~t an arbitrary integer, when
it is proportional to
[
Iab
det[Iab]
]−1 [
Ibc
det[Ibc]
]−1
one gets the last terms on the right of
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the identity, otherwise one gets the first term on the right. The number of non
equivalents ~n is |det[
[
Iab
det[Iab]
]−1 [
Ibc
det[Ibc]
]−1
]|. Furthermore, when Iab and Ibc are
completely independent (see comment before eq. (59)), it is possible to write:
~tt
[
Iab
det[Iab]
] [
Ibc
det[Ibc]
]
= ~pt
[
Iab
det[Iab]
]
+ ~˜pt
[
Iab
det[Ibc]
]
+~lt
or, equivalently:
~tt = ~pt
[
Ibc
det[Ibc]
]−1
+ ~˜pt
[
Iab
det[Iab]
]−1
+~lt
[
Iab
det[Iab]
]−1 [
Ibc
det[Ibc]
]−1
.
By using this latter identity, the left side of eq. (60) can be alternatively written
as:
∑
~p∈Z3
det[Ibc]I
−1
bc
~˜p∈Z3
det[Iab]I
−1
ab
∑
~l∈Z3
e
−iπ
[
P t~l+
PtItbc
detIabIbc
(~j3−~j2)+
PtIbc
detIt
bc
~p+
PtItab
detIbc
~˜p
]t
Π˜
[
P t~l+
PtItbc
detIabIbc
(~j3−~j2)+
PtIbc
detIt
bc
~p+
PtItab
detIbc
~˜p
]
=
∑
~t∈Z3
e−iπ[t+I
−t
ab
(~j3−~j2)]
t
Π˜ [t+I−tab (~j3−~j2)]
which proves eq. (60), after reminding the definition of P = det[IabIbc]I
−1
ab I
−1
bc .
E Strings in a magnetic background
In the string approach to the toroidal compactification, a 2d-real torus is the lattice
in the plane R2d made by a collection of 2d vectors ~eM (M = 1, . . . , 2d) together
with the identification
~x ≡ ~x+ 2π
√
α′mM ~eM , ~x ∈ R2d and ~m ∈ Z .
In string theory, the parameter R, defined in eq. (62), is identified with the string
slope. In a Cartesian frame the components of the defining lattice vectors are
~aM ≡ (aIM) and the metric is GMN = eJNδIJeIM , and by construction eIM is the
vielbein of the metric. Any other matrix of the kind E = O e obtained by an
orthogonal rotation of e is a good vielbein matrix. The complex coordinates are
introduced through the complex vielbein:
E = S E , S = 1√
2
(
1 i
1 −i
)
,
being S the matrix which diagonalizes the complex structure JR =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
:
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JC ≡
(
i 0
0 −i
)
= S JR S
−1.
Here, a simplified notation is used where all the four blocks of the matrices are
proportional to the identity matrix. In the complex coordinates, the flat metric G
is off-diagonal:
G = E−TGE−1 .
The antisymmetric two-form F = B + 2πα′F in the Cartesian frame
F = E−TFE−1 = EG−1FE−1 ,
being B the Kalb-Ramond field, can be reduced by an orthogonal transformation
Of in the block diagonal form [24]:
Fbd =
(
0 Iξ
−Iξ 0
)
= OfFcOTf = OfEFE−1O−1f = E ′fFE ′−1f
with E ′f = Of E and Iλ = diag(λ1, . . . λd) with λ ∈ R. The vielbein Ef transforms
the metric into the identity and the antisymmetric field into a block-diagonal matrix.
This kind of vielbein can also be used to introduce a particular set of coordinates
(Ef = SEf ) which diagonalize the matrix
Fd = EfG−1FE−1f = GE−TFE−1 =
( −iIλ 0
0 iIλ
)
. (89)
The boundary conditions of an open string ending on two branes with different
magnetization depend, in the bosonic sector, on the monodromy matrix R = R−1π R0
with:
Rσ = (G−Fσ)−1(G+ Fσ) =
(
I−G−1Fσ
)−1 (
I+G−1Fσ
)
; σ = 0, π .
In the complex basis, above defined, this operator is a diagonal matrix. However,
we are interested in computing the Yukawa couplings involving open strings ending
on stacks of magnetized branes having different magnetic fields turned on in their
world-volume. In this complex frame, only one of these fields can be recast in the
block-diagonal form. In the following, all the monodromy matrices are assumed to
commute. According to ref. [24] this implies that all the magnetic fields can be
taken as in eq. (89).
The monodromy matrix is diagonal in the complex frame, being equal to
Ef R E−1f = Ef R−1π E−1f EfR0 E−1f
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and then by evaluating
Ef Rσ E−1f = Ef (I−G−1Fσ)−1(I+G−1Fσ) E−1f
it follows:
Ef Rσ E−1f =
(
I− Ef G−1Fσ E−1f
)−1
(I+ EfG−1FσE−1f )
= diag
(
1 + iλˆσ1
1− iλˆσ1
, . . . ,
1 + iλˆσd
1− iλˆσd
,
1− iλˆσ1
1 + iλˆσ1
, . . . ,
1− iλˆσd
1 + iλˆσd
)
By defining the eigenvalues of the matrix Rσ =
(
e2πν
σ
a , e−2πν
σ
a
)
, one has:
e2πν
σ
a =
1 + iλˆσa
1− iλˆσa
⇒ tanπνσa = λˆσa
In the same way, one gets:
Ef R E−1f = diag
(
(1− iλˆπ1 )(1 + iλˆ0a)
(1 + iλˆπ1 )(1− iλˆ01)
. . . ,
(1 + iλˆπa)(1− iλˆ0a)
(1− iλˆπ1 )(1 + iλˆ01)
. . .
)
In terms of its eigenvalues, this matrix is usually denoted by:
Ef R E−1f = diag
(
e2πiνa , e−2πiνa
)
which leads to the identification:
e2πiνa =
(1− iλˆπa)(1 + iλˆ0a)
(1 + iλˆπa)(1− iλˆ0a)
.
The previous identity determines:
tanπνa =
λˆ0a − λˆπa
1 + λˆ0aλˆ
π
a
=
tanπν0a − tanπνπa
1 + tanπν0a tanπν
π
a
= tanπ(ν0a − νπa ) . (90)
By setting B = 0 and reminding that F = 2πα′F , one gets the relation between
the gauge field defined in the field theory approach and the corresponding stringy
quantity:
λˆ
2πα′
=
1
(2πR)2
λ
where Eqs. (10) and (89) have been used. By performing the zero-slope limit,
keeping fixed the field theory quantities, R and λ, the quantity λˆ is necessarily
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small. From eq. (90), in the field theory limit, one has tan πνa ∼ πνa ∼ λˆ0a − λˆπa .
The string Hamiltonian is [9, 34]:
H = −α′2p2 +
[
NX +Nψ +
3∑
r=1
(
NZr +N
Ψ
r
)− x
2
+
x
2
3∑
a=1
|νa|
]
(91)
where x = 1 (0) for the NS (R) sector, being the Ns the number operators.
In the field theory limit, as explained in sec. 2.2 of ref [34], the mass formula
reduces to:
M2r =
3∑
r=1
|νr|
2α′
(2Nr + 1)± |ν
s|
α′
∼
3∑
r=1
|λr|
(2πR)2
(2Nr + 1)± 2λs
(2πR)2
which coincides with eq. (19).
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